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REPORT OF TEE FIFTH CONFERENCE OF AFRIGAN STATISTICIANS

INTRODUCTION

f
1. The fifth Conference of African Statisticians met at ECA

Headquarters, Addis Ababa, from 30 October to 10 November I967.

It was attended "by representatives of the following Members and Associate

Members of the Economic Commission for Africa: Algeria, Burundi,

Cameroon, Central African Republic, Demooratio Republic of the Congo,

Dahomey, Ethiopia, France, Gabon, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho,

Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Sierra Leone,

■Somalia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, U.A.R,, U.K.,

Upper Volta and Zambia.

2. Representatives of the United Nations Statistical Office and

Development Programme and of Specialised Agencies of the United Nations

(FAO, ILO, ITU, UNESCO and WHO) took part in the Conference. There were

observers from the Federal Republic of Germany, USSR, EACSO, EEC, OCAM

and OECD, The list of participants is given in Annex I of this report,

3. The Conference was opened by Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive

Secretary of the ECA secretariat. He indicated that assistance in

developing African national statistical services remained the primary

function of the ECA Statistics and Demography Division, but pointed

out that increasing attention was being given to the provision of a

statistical service at regional level. All activities were regarded

as a co-operative effort of the secretariat, African countries and

other interested agencies,

4« The Eseoutive Secretary drew attention to current developments in

statistical and demographic training, particularly with respect to the

establishment of improved facilities at professional level. He also

reported the successful implementation of UN fellowship arrangements

for the 1967/68 courses following the financial changes discussed by

the fourth session of the Conference.
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5« In connection with the I97O programme of population and housing

censuses, he informed delegates that the statistical advisory service had

been re-organised to enable more assistance to "be given to countries in

this field. Regional projects in the form of a census seminar and training

oourses were also "being organised.

6. Developments of special interest with respect to statistical

methodology, reported "by the Executive Secretary, included national

aooounts, industrial statistics, and sample surveys. The text of the

opening speech is given in Annex IV.

7. Mr. J.E. Tandoh (Ghana) was unanimously elected Chairman of

the Conference and Mr. Sanogoh (Upper Volta) was elected Vioe-Chairman.

8. The Conference adopted the provisional agenda set out in document

E/CN.I4/CAS.5/9 with the addition of the following new items: 5(d)

Statistical organisation, 8(c) Vital statistics, and 8(d) International

migration statistics. It was agreed that discussion on items 5(a)

Progress reports "by countries and 5(d) Statistical organisation, would

"be postponed until the second week of the meeting. The revised agenda

is given in Annex II.

9. The documents presented to the Conference are listed in Annex III.

DELIBERATIONS OF THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FCR AFRICA AND THE STATISTICAL

COMMISSION OF THE UNITED NATION0

Matters arising from the eighth session of ECA

10. The Conference had before it document E/CN,14/CAS.5/4 which

contained a summary of the report on statistics and demography submitted

at the Commission's eighth session held in Lagos (Nigeria) from 13 .

to 25 February 19&7? together with the views expressed and the resolution

adopted during the session. The document also contained a part of ECA's

present work programme on statistics and demography.
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11. In accordance with current practice, whereby at every session

EGA has invariably recommended giving priority to statistical development

intended to meet the needs of plannings some Conference delegates

requested that the future work programme should lay even greater emphasis

on the orientation and use of statistics in connexion with the elaboration

of development plans.

12. The Conference took note of the Commission's resolution 174(VIIl)

which it also approved, requesting that in the field of statistics and

demography steps should be taken (a) to appoint experts immediately to

vacant posts and to create as many posts for experts and regional

advisers as is deemed necessary to assist Governments of member States

in planning and executing their statistical programmes; (b) Governments

of member States should allocate sufficient funds to finance the

development and expansion of their statistical offices.

13. The Conference was infor-moi of the Commission's approval of the

project for the establishment of an Institute for Economic and Social

Statistics for the English-speaking countries*

14« Mention was also made of the Commission's expressed desire to

have appropriate financial measures taksn to continue and extend the

Yaounde Centre,

15. Inasmuch as the Commission had pointed out that, in addition

to the working party programme put forward by the secretariat, there

should bo meetings dealing with balance of payments and distribution

statistics, the participants decided to examine these matters in agenda

items 13(b) and 13(e) as well as 14(a)*

16, Other matters examined by the Commission, such as, the training

of national accountants, with a view to implementing the nev revised

system of national accounts, extending training in demography and

the relevant statistics? refresher courses, the proposed replacement

of ECA's data processing equipment by a computer (the finalization

of the details in this connexion being left to the present Conference),

were studied by the participants as part of the agenda when the

particular items having a beai"ing on it came up for discussion.
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Matters arising from the fourteenth session of the HUT Statistical

Commission

17. The Conference briefly reviewed the subjects dealt with by-the

fourteenth session of the Statistical Commission which were of

particular interest to the meeting, based on document E/C2T.14/CAS.5/IO.

18. The Conference noted that the fourteenth session of the Statistical

Commission had stressed the need for adequate facilities to train

statisticians to man the government services of the developing countries,

and had noted with approval the proposal to establish an institute

of statistics and applied economics to train professional statisticians

for the English-speaking countries of Africa, The attention of the

Commission had also been called to the need for a centre where

appropriate personnel from developing countries could be trained in

advanced equipment and techniques of tabulating statistics.

19. The fourteenth session of the Commission had considered two

major areas of statistics - the revision and extension of the systems

of national accounting and the 1970 Population and Housing Censuses.

20. The Commission concluded that the adaptation of the proposed

revised United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA) suggested in

document E/CN,3/345 furnished suitable goals for the evolution of

national accounting and co-ordinated series of basic statistics in

the developing countries of the world. It was also planned that the

fifteenth session of the Commission which is to meet in February-

March 1968, will adopt a revised and extended SNA and its adaptation

for the use of the developing countries. The Commission also noted

with approval the successfulness of the effort to bring the revised

and extended SNA and the Material Product System of Balances and

Tables (MPS) closer together, and discussed the work of relating

the two systems, one with the otherD In this connexion a study of the

links between simplified versions of the production accounts and tables

of the two systems, adapted to the requirements of the developing

countries, was included in the future wcrk programme of the Commission.
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21. The" fourteenth session of the Statistical Commission adopted

principles and recommendations for use in the 1970 Population and

Housing Censuses, In this connexion, the contribution which these

censuses could make to the data required in charting and assessing

economic and social development, was stressed0 On the recommendation

of the Commission, the Economic and Social Council passed a resolution

which requested the Secretary-General of the United Nations to publish

andd;'_stribute the principles and recommendations in respect of

population and housing censuses adopted by the fourteenth session

of the Statistical Commission and to assist Governments in carrying

out these censuses "by preparing technical manuals and furnishing

technical advise and fellowships under the United Nations Development

Programme.

22. The Conference was gratified to note that the principles and

recommendations in respect of the 1970 Population and Housing Censuses

had "been evolved through a series of consultations with, and the

discus-sions of, a number of working groups in Africa and other regions

of the world. The same procedure is "being utilized to formulate the

revised and extended SNA and its adaptation to the circumstances of

the developing countries of the world. The meeting considered that

this method of evolving international guidelines and standards in

statistics ensured that the international recommendations will be

of the greatest value to countries in devising and carrying their own

statistical programmes, and as a basis for the international reporting

of comparable data, national statistical authorities are of course

free, and will find it essential to adapt the international standards

and guidelines to their own requirements and circumstances.
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REVISE OF STATISTICAL DEVELOPMENT AMD

RELATED PROBLEMS

Country Progress reports

23. As indicated in the provisional agenda, a number of countries

had submitted written reports to the secretariat on major activities

and statistical developments in their offices since the Fourth Conference.

There reports, with an introductory summary, had "been reproduced in

document E/CR.I4/CAS.5/ll- During the study of item 5(a), all the delegations

described statistical developments in their countries, and further written

reports- were delivered to the secretariat.

24. The general impression was that progress had been made despite

difficulties, but that obstacles would remain for some time.

25. There was some variety in the organisation of statistical activities

in the region. There was what might be referred to as decentralization in

coiantries without statistical personnel, where each ministry dealt with

the statistics pertinent to its activities? but as soon as statistical

personnel became available, efforts were made to establish central

statistical offices, until the growing volume of statistical work finally

necessitated decentralisation in the ministries and administrive divisions.

26. In addition to this structural development there were the difficulties

which arose from attachment to one or another of the ministries and the

special problems of the countries under consideration. Bearing in mind

the frequent alterations observed in the region, several countries

supported a recommendation requesting the secretariat to publish material

on the problems of organising African statistical offices, a question which

had been placed on the agenda as item 5(d).

27. The secretariat considered it possible to do this as soon as the

information necessary had been provided by the countries through

completion of a questionnaire which would be sent to them.
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28. With regard to co-ordination, the delegations mentioned that the

success of their activities as well as statistical development' depended

on their relations with other departments; in any case, collaboration

became closer day by day, especially with the planning and agricultural

organisations, banks and enterprises. - ,

29. The minimum number of national statisticians necessary for

statistical development was not yet available in all countries, owing

chiefly to recruitment difficulties, but, on the whole, numbers of

qualified personnel were increasing and the'opportunities offered by

training centres were being utilised,

30. Some countries had established national schools for middle-level

staff, so that they themselves trained the empbyees they needed.

31. Data—processing equipment was improving every day. Countries

with computers were processing an ever-inoreasing volume of work;

those already in possession of conventional equipment had acquired

computers or planned to do so, while others merely hired machines

on a temporarily basis until the volume of their work should justify

the permanent installation of equipment.

32. Several countries had already completed a population census as

part of the 1970 World Population Census Programme," De8pite""tneir

financial difficulties, most of the other countries haTd"iiicru3.M" censuses

or sample surveys in their work programme. They hoped* tHerefcre-j

that it would be possible to organise a programme' of trainingV;for

census personnel and also to give mater/ial assistance ;in the form

of equipment, etc. ' ■.-■■■■ .■■.:■.-*. , .. ■<:, ■ , ^

33» Several preliminary pilot surveys had been undertaken as part

of the World Agricultural Census Programme and most of the oountries

plannftd to carry out their agricultural censuses around 1970, when the

results of the completed population oensuses'would be available for

use in establishing sampling fraines.- Trainees were being'seiit to Paris

and Washington for epecialisacL.oour»es. £n agricultural s^afistics.
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34. The other regular activities of the central statistical offices

were continually developing: several surveys on consumption and house

hold budgets had been carried out or were to be carried out as immediate

projeots; price indices had "been revised in the light of new information

collected during the surveys; industrial inquiries or censuses of

commercial and industrial enterprises were becoming more numerous,

and greater interest was being shown in studies of distribution.

35* Several countries were establishing national accounts} those

that had started several years ago were now revising the estimates

mad« in previous years and improving methods of formulating their

accounts, while those that were just beginning were increasing* the

number of investigations in order to arrive at more detailed accounts.

36» It should alse be noted that in the North, Central and Bast

African sub-regions, national programmes of statistical activities

had been established on the basis of arrangements drawn up at an

intergovernmental level, through agencies such as EACSO, TXDEAC Tar

■fch» Sub-Committee for the Co-ordination of Statistics and National

Aocounts of the Maghreb Standing Consultative Committee.

Stfttistica^, and demographic activities and general proposals for

future work programme - * ■

3T# It wms noted that ECA statistical and demographic activities

¥ere of three types* assistance to national statistical development;

4mprovement» standardisation and adaptation of methods and concepts

finally, collecting, processing, analysis and publication of the

A* account of the relevant activities of ECA as well as a brief

description of its future intentions were given in document

As requested by the Fourth Conference of African Statisticians,

international organisation of ECA in general and of the Statistics

Dpmograpliy Division in particular were described by a representative of

the s#orotariat, It vaa noted with satisfaction
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that a new section to deal with "basic econometric research and analysis

had been established as part of en effort, to make better use of

statistics in the elaboration of models or projections that could

help to- improve development planning.

39« The question of regional advisory services was studied. After

some controversy, arising principally from criticisms of the activity

of advisers or experts outside the ECA Statistics and Demography

Division, it was generally agreed that the regional advisory services

were satisfactory and in demand. However, some participants expressed

the wish tliat regional advisers should spend longer periods of time in

the various countries, li; was brought to the attention of the Conference

that the efficiency of regional advj.a.srs could be increased if precise

work programmes were prepared for their missions and if they were

supported by an adequate local statistical organisation,, It was also

suggested that their work programmes and travel schedules should be

distributed to the national statistical offices once or twice a year,

40. The secretariat described ECA activities in training statistical

personnel and the programme of work for the two coming years. This

question, being covered by Item 6 of the agenda, was not discussed,

nevertheless, participants wf*re .reminded of the need to finanoe

training fellowships from national technical assistance programmes rather

than the regional "budget, oven though.funds wore in both cases provided

"by the United Nations Development Programme,, A brief report on the

other ECA statistical active bias and futurs intentions was made by

the secretariat as an introduction to the *nore specialised discussions

scheduled for the other items or. the agenda. Inter Alia_ the secretariat

had prepared for participants a list of publications issued by the

Statistics and Demography Division ..-
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Technical assistance to statistical development

41. In reviewing the technical assistance in statistics during the

period July 1965 - July 19677 under the United Nations Development

Programme, the Conference considered document £/CN.14/CAS,5/l2. The

Conference was gratified to note that the United Nations technical

assistance to the statistical development of the countries of the

region was and continued at a substantial levelo This assistance has

been rendered in a number of ways0

42. The services of five regional advisers who dealt with demographic

statistics, sample surveys, national accounts and public finance

statistics, were available to the countries of the region during a

greater part of the period. The number of regional advisers has now been

reduced to four, but their services had been supplemented by an inter

regional advisei in demographic statistics and efforts are being made

to provide for regional advisory post in economic statistics, including

national accounts, in 1968, In view of the 1970 Population and Housing

Census Programme3 xiuch of the regional advisory services were to

concentrate on this area of statistics,, The Conference stressed the

need to expand and strengthen the regional advisory services in

national accounting and financial and other economic statistics in

view of the efforts of many countries of the region to extend and

improve these areas of statistics in order to meet the requirements

for data for purposes of economic planning and development and the

adoption and adaptation of the revised SKA in the near future.

43. The discussion of the services of regional advisers indicated

that.v consistent with the aims of this form of technical assistance,

the most effective use of these services had been made by the national

statistical offices of the region which had reached an intermediate

stage in the statistical development in respect of statistics for

which technical advice was requested. In these circumstances, short

visits and consultations of a month or so had resolved knotty

problems and resulted in valuable advice and suggestions whioh could
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well in advance of the expiration of a year's assignment. The moving

two-year period now in use for programming technical assistance posts

should be of assistance in this respect. In any oase, requests for

technical assistance in statistics and in other fields necessarily

competed with one another, and the assignment of priorities was largely

a national, responsibility. The Conference also pointed out the

advantages of re-assigning statistical experts to a country in which

they had been stationed before when suitable posts re-occured.

46. It had been proposed by the Fourth Conference that experts

stationed in a given country should also undertake short assignments

in other countries. The present Conference however agreed that this

would not be possible as such experts are fully occupied in their
basic tasks.

47. The Conference considered that in view of the increasing use

of computers-in African countries, more assistance in the field of

data processing would be desirable to ensure the effective use of this

equipment. One immediate problem was the shortage of programmers,

and more training facilities were needed, although the equipment

manufacturers were helping in this respect. Systems analysis was a

more significant difficulty ^i the secretariat informed.the Conference

that an inter-regional adviser on computer methodology was available

in this field. Bequests from governments for his services would be

considered by the OT Statistical Office, Other forms' of technical

assistance in statistics which had been, and were being rendered to

the countries of the region under the Itoitcd Nations Development

Programme were (i) provision of the long-term services of advisory,

operational (OPEX) personnel; (n) support of middle-level training

centres in Achimota, Addir, Ababa, Dar-es-Salaam and Yaounde and the

higher-level Institute of Statistics and Applied Economics in.Rabat,

(iii) fellowships for advanced training outside the region; and (iv)

organisation and financing of working groups and seminars in a number

of areas of statistics in order to furnish the opportunity to exchange

experience and establish international guidelines and standards with
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respect to these subjects. The Conference emphasised the requirements

for material assistance in the form of equipment for statistical

work in a number of situations where experts were not needed, and

considered that arrangements for such assistance should be established.

48* The attention of the Conference was called to the tecjmioal

assistance programmes in statistical development of FAO, UNESCO and

WHO and of the Federal Eepublic of Germany, France, the United

Kingdom and the USSR.

49- FAO presented a document entitled Technical Assistance in Agricultural

Statistics, E/CN.14/CAS.5/lNF,?3. The Conference was informed that FAO

had provided technicians, statisticians and agricultural census experts

to some 20 African countries in order to give assistance in the planning

of agricultural censuses and surveys, training projects, and the

establishment of agricultural statistical services, Field and transport

equipment had also been made available, and fellowships were provided

both for study in Africa and overseas.

50. The statistical work of FAO in the region was organised through

the African Commission on Agricultural Statistics. This included seminars,

study groups and tours, The principal conoern of the FAO Statistics

Division was now the 1970 World Census of Agriculture. FAO regional

advisers were assisting in the preparation of plans for agricultural

censusesj this work had already been completed for seven African countries.

Census training projects included courses for senior staff in France and

the USA, three-month regional training courses for middle-level staff

starting in I968, and the national in-service training of more junior

agricultural census personnel. Dooumentation on census methodology

was also an important form of assistance; and it was hoped to establish

a computer centre for processing and training. It was indicated that

the provision by FAO of facilities for training in the methodology

of agricultural experiments and research would be of assistance to the

countries of the region.
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51. Technical assistance provided by UNESCO covered the fields of

education, science and culture, and was provided through experts and

regional seminars. It was indicated that 15 experts were serving in

African countries and that an expansion of the assistance programme

was envisaged. Requests from Governments for experts and fellowships

would be favourably considered,, A regional seminar on educational

statistics had been held in 1966? dealing, among other questions, with

standardisation and comparability of data? it was the sixth in a series

of regional projects. UNESCO welcomed the prospect of establishing a

Statistical Institute in Kampala, and would assist through providing

teaching experts and releasing Headquarters staff for lecturing

assignments„

52. WHO was providing an advisory service in vital and health statistics

in four African countries through the assignment of long-term statisticians

and some equipment. Statisticians were also attached to projects dealing

with special diseases5 and the WHO representative indicated that further

government requests in connection with such services could be considered.

He noted that the Conference wished the proposed seminar on health

statistics to be organised before I969 and undertook to investigate

the question.

53- The observer from the Federal Republic of Germany referred

to the last meeting of the Conference of African Statisticians, at

whioh his predecessor had indicated prospects of German technical

assistance. At present, there were four German technical assistance

experts working in Africa and plans were in hand to start a statistical

training programme in the Federal Republic of Germany in I968. He

indicated that the recommendations of the Conference were a factor of

interest in this connection. Considerable interest was shown in this

programme, and delegates haped that they would be informed of further

details in the near future.
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54. 'The observer from France drew attention to the importance of statistics

as part of French technical assistance efforts in Africa. Including those

engaged in data processing assignments, there were some 70 statistical experts

in the region, of whom an increasing proportion were serving in an advisory-

capacity. Missions comprising groups of experts were also used in providing

technical assistance and, in some cases, covered planning and other

activities as well as statistics. Some problems in operating an. effective

technical assistance service were mentioned, including the need to ensure

that experts on long field assignments were aware of current technical

developments.

55. On behalf of the United Kingdom, it was stated that British staff, if

available, could be provided for African training institutions; and

arrangements for this purpose were outlined. Basically, they could be

provided through bilateral assistance to institutions largely financed from

lo^al resources, or otherwise could be recruited for service with the

United Nations, Higher level training facilities were also available for

statisticians in the U.K.; and statistical experts were provided for

assignments in African countries. The attention of the Conference was

drawn to two publications on UK aid and overseas development, ,

56. An observer from the USSR outlined the growth in the technical

assistance activities of the USSR, among which international seminars were

predominant. During the period, 1962-67* seven seminars had been organised

in the Soviet Union, at which 43 countries had -been represented, including

22 from Afrioa# Two more seminars were in course of preparation for 1968,

one on statistics for planning, and the other on livestock and livestock

products statistics. A number of experts had been sent to African countries

to advise on agricultural and population statistics and other subjects.

57« The Conference expressed its appreciation of the various frams of

te«hni#al assistance being made available to African countries -and its

pleasure at the 00—operative attitude of the agencies concerned.
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Statistical Organization

58. It was noted that the first three sessions of the Conference of

African Statisticians had considered lists of basic statistical series and

the associated priorities. This work had been expanded to form a more

comprehensive study of statistical organisation and programmes, which had

been the subject of a working group of statisticians an& planners in 1965.

Their discussions resulted in the revised document. Statistical Development

in Africa, E/Cff.l4/CAS.4/DEV/l/Rev 1, which was presented to the Fourth

Conference of African Statisticians. Since then, the work of the

secretariat with respect to statistical development had been concentrated

on the more detailed aspects of organisation and methodology in specific

branches of statistics.

59« The Conference reviewed briefly some of the basic, organisational

problsms relating to the centralisation of statistical services, their

status and location within the machinery of government, and co-ordination

of their activities with those of other ministries- ,T)ae status of

statisticians employed by government was also mentioned as a significant

factor in statistical development. ....

60, It was recognised, that, while some general principles of ''statistical

organisation could be identified, the organisational arrangements to "be

adopted by any national statistical service, had to be determined i,n the

light of local circumstances. Moreover, African statistical services were

operating under conditions of continuing development, which implied the

need for adaptability. It was felt that the whole question of statistical

organisation was one which had to be kept under constantreview, and that

considerable advantages would begained if African countries -facing new

statistical problems could make use of-the experience gained elsewhere in

the region. . ■ . -

6l« . The BCA secretariat was therefore requested to continue its .work in

the field of general statistical organisation. In discussing«Lte» J>(a) of

the agenda, it had been proposed that the secretariat should circulate

details of the organisation of African statistical services, and it was
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suggested that such a procedure might provide a be^is for satisfactory

development of the project. If countries would supply the secretariat

with the necessary "basic information, this could be analysed in Addis

Ababa. The results would then be distributed throughout the region

to indicate the current approaches to organisational problems.

62. It was also suggested that a study tour might be organised to

enable direct examination of statistical organisation in a number of

countries. Due to the special nature of African problems, there were

some doubts concerning the usefulness of including non-African

countries in such a tour. The matter was left open for further

discussion'under Item 14 (Programme of work)o

63. Noting the shortage of staff in the statistical advisory service,

and Resolution 174(VIIl) of the Commission, the Conference recommended

that consideration be given to the appointment of an adviser in

statistical organisation. This expert, apart from being a well

qualified statistician; should also have a wide experience of management

techniquesr

STATISTICAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC TRAINING

General

64. The following four documents were presented to the Conference

on statistical and demographic training:

Report of the Expert Group on the Education and Training of

Statisticians in Africa, E/CNO14/CAS*5/2.

The African Regional Statistical Training Programme, 1961-66,

E/CN514/CAS.5/3.

Preliminary Report on the Statistical Manpower Survey: of

Africa, 1966, E/CN.14/CAS.5/13.

■ Current Activities in Statistical and Demographic Training,

E/CN.I4/CAS.5/14.
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■ 65. After a statement on the current status of the training programme

by the secretariat, a number of agencies outlined their own activities

in this field.

66. ILO reported their training activities at Yaounde and, more

recently, at Abidjan and Dakar,- Their representative indicated that

the ILO Regional Statistician was available to undertake similar

courses in the other African centresa ILO would consider requests

for training fellowships and advisory services which might be made by

the various governments in the field of labour statistics.

67. WHO observed that the general shortage of statisticians applied

equally to vital and health statistics, and informed the Conference

that a number of projects were being organised to remedy the deficiency,

including training at the national level by field experts. Programmes

needed to be developed for the training of professional health

statisticians, health statistics technicians and statistical clerks.

Post-graduate courses were already available in France, UK and USSR,

and overseas study tours could be arranged to meet the needs of

individuals; WHO would consider requests for fellowships in this connection.

The establishment of inter-regional health statistics centres, for

candidates with some expedience, was under consideration. An inter

regional conference was also being organised by WHO, This would ■

consider training among other questions, and it was anticipated that

African countries would participate*

63. FAO drew attention to the difficulties in African agricultural

statistics arising from different conditions in the region, as compared

with other parts of the world. Effective techniques could be developed

only through research, and no research institution for agricultural

statistics had yet been established in Africa, There was a need to

combine research with training activities, and attention was drawn

to the importance of including such facilities in the new statistical

institute project. Lecturers in agricultural statistics had been

assigned to the African statistical centres, and in-service training of

survey staff had also been undertaken. Three study tours had laeen

organised in co-operation with the USSR Government.
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69. Refresher courses for statisticians were organised "by EEC, and

the 1967 course was dealing with data processing, statistics from

administrative sources, etc. Demographic training was already available

at a number of centres. The EEC representative indicated that his

organisation was particularly concerned with the practical aspects of

training. CESD students carried out one year's training in Africa

under the supervision of senior statisticians and worked closely with

statistical offices in the region. In connection with the harmonisation

of training syllabuses, it was requested that details of the programmes

of the Ihglish speaking statistical centres in Africa should be sent

to EEC,

70. • The Conference then discussed the three basic topics of

professional and middle level training in statistics and demographic

training.

Professional training in statistics

71. For the French language group it was noted that professional

level training in statistics was available at the CESD in Paris, the

School of Statistics in Abidjan, and the Institute of Statistics and

Applied Economics in Rabat. Recent estimates of statistical manpower

requirements indicated that these institutions had sufficient capacity

to meet the training needs of the French speaking African countries.

Some delegates suggested that additional facilities might be needed

at the "ingenieur des travaux statistiques" level, but it was pointed

out that more trainees could be accepted by the Abidjan School.

72. The Conference was informed that .the School of Statistics

in Abidjan had been established in I96I within the central statistical

office and although operating as a national project, it provided an

international service. In 1963 it became a separate organisation under

the Ministry of Finance, and by 1967 courses were being offered at the

three levels of "ingenieur des travaux statistiques" (3 years),

"adjoint technique" (2 years), and "agent technique" (l year).
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80 trainees were expected to attend the 1967/68 courses and further

development was possible. However, more assistance was needed in

respect of teaching staff and fellowships. Attention was given to

the maintenance of standards, and CESD co—operated in the marking

of examination papers■ Some delegates expressed the Fish that their

governments might participate in the work of the advisory board of

the school and it was suggested that formal proposals might "be submitted

in this connection,

73^ The Rabat statistical training project had also teen established

in 1961 and was being further developed with the assistance of the

Uff Special Fund, It provided a three year course at "ingenieur des

travaux statistiques" level and also an "adjoint technique" course.

Both the Rabat and Abidjan institutions were open to suitably qualified

French speaking Africans from any part of the region.

74- It was noted that the principal professional training problem

related to tjte English language group, for whom no international "

facilities were available in Africa. The third Conference of African-

Statisticians had'requested assistance in remedying this deficiency

in 1963.

75» In January 1966, an Expert Group appointed by the flN Secretary

General had met in Addis Ababa to consider the whole question of

statistical training. Basically their recommendations were that

existing training projects should be maintained and developed, and

that a Statistical institute, similar to that in Rabat, should be

established for the English language group, They suggested that the

new Institute should be located in East Africa, where the gap between

staff requirements and training facilities was greatest.

76. Also in 1966, the secretariat had undertaken a preliminary

investigation of the English speaking Institut project, with the

result that Makerere College, Kampala, had been recommended as the

most suitable location. The Uganda Government had forwarded a request for

assistance in developing the Institute to the Special BHind authorities
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of the United Nations Development Programmes This request was under ■

consideration and recently TJHDP had requested Resident Representatives

in the English speaking countries of the region to ascertain the extent to

which the facilities provided by a Statistical Institute at Makerere

would, in fact, be utilised.

77* With the exception of Tanzania, the Conference fully supported'

the Makerere project in principle and recommended that proper

measures should be undertaken to make it useful to all English speaking

countries. It was stated that the TM Statistical Office were actively

supporting the Uganda application. The Conference felt that such

a project should be regarded as a co-operative enterprise and it was

recommended that efforts should be concentrated on the Makerere Institute.

78, The Conference noted that the Tanzania Government had decided not

to participate in the Makerere project, as facilities for professional

training in statistics had already been established at the University

College, Dar-es—Salaam. It was stated that 36 first year students were

already under training and that trainees from other countries could be

accommodated.

79* The view cf the Conference was that one country alone would find

it difficult to set up an international training institution of the

required type.

80. The representative of EACSO informed the Conference that his

organisation was partially responsible for the financial arrangements

of the University of East Africa, on behalf of the three Governments

concerned, and EACSO were pleased with the selection of Makerere

College for the Institute, He reported that the teaching of statistics

had already been approved by the University Senate, the Makerere

building programme had been expanded to accommodate the Institute,

and three of the counterpart staff had been earmarked, of whom one had

already been sent for further training. Local preparations for the

establishment of the Institute were therefore complete.
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81. It had been hoped that the new Institute would start its work

in I967, and it was urged that action should be taken to implement the

project as soon ae possible. Training was one of the most important forms

of technical assistance, and the Makerere project should receive high

priority.

82, With regard to utilisation of the new Institute, the Conference

considered that its capacity would be considerably less than required.

This situation had been anticipated by the 1966 Expert Group. Countries

were beginning to find that, particularly in East Africa, industrialisation

and other development was resulting in a much larger need for statisticians

than originally expected. While it was appreciated that the Institute

was expected to provide a service for all English speaking African

countries, it was pointed out that the requirements of Kenya, Uganda

and the secretariat of the East African Community alone could keep

the Institute fully occupied,

83. Countries such as Ethiopia and Nigeria, which had local training

facilities, stated that they would wish to use the Makerere Institute

provided fellowships could be made available. It was noted that the

application submitted by the Uganda Government proposed that half of

the total number of fellowships required for foreign trainees should

be financed by the UN Special Fund, while the remainder might come

from m country technical assistance programmes and other sources.

This was similar to the arrangement now in operation at the Rabat Institute.

84. The Ethiopian,Somali and Zambian delegates referred to one

problem in sending trainees to Makerere. Secondary education in these

countries went only as far as the GCE ordinary level or equivalent

which was not a sufficient qualification for entrance to the University

of East Africa. A suitable preparatory training or other arrangement

would therefore be necessary. It was agreed that this question would

be further examined when arrangements for the Institute were worked

out in more detail. Delegates were also informed of a mature entry

programme operated by the University of East Africa.
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85. The Conference stressed the importance of developing adequate

research facilities as part of the new Institute and noted that this

was already envisaged in the Uganda application.

86. It was also requested that "basic training in the Jrench language

should be included in the syllabus of the Institute and, more generally,

in other English speaking.international statistical training institutions

in the region. Conversely, elementary English should be taught in the

corresponding Stench speaking establishments.

87. The development with UNESCO assistance of an integrated system

of statistical training in Ethiopia was described. This incorporated

a one year certificate course based on the previous middle level centre,

a three year diplpraa«e©urse, and a four yeardegree course, Ehtrance

was at GCE (0) level or the equivalent, 100 students had teen"enrolled

for the I967/68 courses and foreign trainejss^could. "be accepted. t IJNESCO

and ECA were particularly requested to continue their support of the

project. Copies of the training programme were circulated to the;

Conference. _ . .

Middle.--leyel statistical training ■'■"

88. The ^international middle level statistical training programme

oonsisted of the projects which had been jointly sponsored by the host

governments and the United Nations in Accra7 Addis Ababa, Dar-eg-Salaam

and Yaounde, *and the middle level courses of the School of Statistics

in Abidjan, which vas a national project. ' '

89. Responsibility for the centres in Accra and Addis A.baba had

already been transferred to the Governments concerned, but UU assistance

was continuing through I968. The agreement under winch the Dar—es—Salaam

centre was operating continued until 1970 and there was full provision

for this1project in the ECA regional budget. Delegates expressed'their

appreciation with respect to the'^Dar-^s-Salaam project, but hoped that

existing difficulties in recruiting an additional lecturer would soon

be solved.
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90. The Conference noted that special consideration needed to.be given

to technical assistance arrangements for the Yaounde centre, particularly

in regard to the possibility of obtaining hel^i from the UUDP (Special „

Fund). This centre was meeting a ver;y heavy demand for training and now

accomodated nearly 100 students. It seemed likely that the demand would

continue at its present level for some time, but existing'UN assistance

was due to finish at the end of 1968. The Cameroon Government had

Submitted a request to the Special Fund authorities for assistance in

maintaining the projeot, and this action was srongly supported by the

Conference,

§lt It could not reasonably be suggested that the Yaounde centre should

introduce professional level training because, in this respect, the

requirements of the French language group vsr* already being satisfied by

♦be #the» projects,

J2, It had tberofcar*.-, been proposed that courses of a more specialised

nature^should,be. organised as part of the .Yaounde project* During a period

of about two years, it was suggested that there would be;a-series of courses,

in fiiglish or Prench as necessary, for personnel who would be engaged in th*

organisation of the 1970 population and. housing •ensuses, ;. Similar training

in other subjects could be envisaged. The secretariat reported that th«

fK^meroon Government were agreeable to development along these lines,

53# Although facilities for the training of Brenoh speaking professional

statisticians were satisfactory, there was still an acute shortage of middle

level personnel, and the Yaounde centre was expected to play ■ an important

role in remedying the deficiency. Examination of the proposal to extend its

Services to include courses in census organisation, was deferred* until

Item 8(a) of the Agenda when the content of such courses oould be more

carefully examined.

94$ A number of countries and Specialised Agenoies spoke of their very

satisfactory experiences in qonbeotion with the operations of the Yaounde

pentre and supported the introduction of specialised courses. Reference

was made to courses in agricultural and health statistics which had already-

been provided at Yaounde*
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95* In a few cases, it was apparent that countries wished to send

more middle level trainees than could at present be accommodated at

Yaounde. The question of maintaining standards was also discussed and,

in this connection, it was pointed out that the centre operated a preparatory

correspondence course for prospective trainees,, In reply to a suggestion,

it was indicated that the centre would welcome lecturing assignments

by statisticians from other African countries, but such arrangements

would normally have to "be implemented at the expense of the donor

oountrias.

96, The secretariat was requested to examine the nomenclature used

in describing the various levels of statistical personnel While

aoknowJadging that there were some differences in the systems used

by the English and French language groups, it was felt that a clearer

classification might be devised.

97» It was suggested that middle level training concentrating on

practical work in specific fields might be introduced, but it was

pointed out that the objective of the existing middle level centres

was to prepare personnel who were reasonably versatile and who were capable

of further advancement in national statistical offices.

9&. In reply to a question, the secretariat indicated that the

success rate of the middle level centres was now a little over &0%,

Efforts were continually made to improve selection procedures, but the

best way for countries to ensure the success of their trainees was

to send people with adequate basic schooling, particularly in mathematics.

99» The general view of the Conference was that every effort should

be made to ensure the continued and effective utilisation of middle

level statistical training facilities in Africa. This involved not

only the adequate preparation of candidates, but also the development

of training programmes to meet the needs of countries. The work might

often require the organisation of ad hoc courses of a general or

specialised nature.
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Demographio training

100, Concerning training in demography the importance of introducing

new facilities and extending those already in existence was appreciated

"by the Conference, especially in view of the need for analysis of the

data that would emerge from the 1970 round of population censuses.

However, there was some divergence of opinions concerning how best

this could be done„ Even in France, with a well-developed system of

data collection and analysis, general statistical courses gave adequate

attention to data collection, but not demographic analysis; on the other

hand, analytical work at the demographic centre sometimes tended to be

too refined. It was also realized that African demography posed special

problems of data collection and analysis that could not always be solved

on the basis of experience in developed countries. Some techniques had

been evolved in relation to African demographic data ~by demographers

working in the region and outside. The manuals under preparation by

the United Nations and other agencies for analysing defective or

limited demographic data were also mentioned in this connection.

101. While some participants believed that full justice could only

be given to demographic training and research in separate demographic

centres at professional level, others thought that at the present stage

in their oountries, it would be more realistic to combine demographic

training with that on general statistics at the higher level statistical

institutes in Rabat and Makerere,

102, The importance of speedy establishment of adequate facilities

was also underlined by the desire of the countries to undertake both

the statistical organisation and the analysis of demographic data

by their own nationals3 as soon as possible, so that foreign assistance

in these spheres would not be needed,. Demographic training could not

be considered a luxury: but a vital necessity for the countries

embarking on their plans for economic and social development. Such

planning also implied taking proper action at the present time by

anticipating the needs for the future.
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103. The general view was that as a temporary measure, demographic

training should be included as a special subject in the higher level

statistical institutes for the Shglish and Prench language groups..

However, efforts should be continued to establish demographic centres

to cover adequately the growing needs of the African countries for

demographio training and research.

Other questions

104. The Fourth Conferenoe of African Statisticians had requested the

preparation of a syllabus for higher level statistical training. The

secretariat reported that considerable work had already been done in

developing the syllabus in use at the Rabat Institute and that the

next step would be the co-ordination of training arrangements for the

English and French speaking institutes. It was realised that no training

syllabus could ever be considered finalised? it had to evolve gradually

in the light of changing circumstances.

105. There was some discussion on the question of refresher oourses,

whioh had also been requested by the Fourth Conference. While it was

appreciated that general courses would be useful, it was clear that -

projects of a more specialised nature were the immediate requirement.

It was noted thatanumber of such projects had already been organised

or were in course of preparation.

106. The secretariat reported on a survey of statistical manpower

carried.out in 1966. The results of this inquiry had enabled broad

conclusions to be reached with respect to central statistical services,

but there had been difficulties relating to definitions, coverage, etc.

Delegations were therefore requested to complete an additional short

questionnaire which was attached to the survey report. This -covered

the existing staff situation in central statistical offices, their

branch offices and field organisations, together with future requirements.

It also included information on date of the next population census

and participation in the census training courses.
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NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

Revision of the im.SEstSB^JatiOnal Account, m* ^tional Mnnimt,,
at constant prices "~"~~ "—~ "

107. The Conference had before it the following documents in connection
with the revision of the SIU and national accounts at constant prices:

, 1952., aESSOs^aOavisiaB.tfjhe SNA, 1952. Au™* n«7 ■
3/356, gational^ccounts^atistics in Afrina. E/CT.14/CAS.5/NAC/26

108. It was noted that a number of major objectives were involved in
reusing and extending the Sltt. The inclusion of input-output tables

a*d flow-cf-fund and balance-sheet statistic* in the syste. and the

^aggregation of the production, income and outlay and capital finance
accounts were designed to enhance substantially the values of the new

' t0T Planning md «8«8iDg economic development. The addition of
economic and functional classifications of government outlays and other

aotxvxties to the system and the alignment of these classifications and

the classifications of kind of economic activity and consumers- goods
and services would serve tho ear* purposes. The extension in the scope
of the system to cover 11 flolra and stocks in „ econQmy> ^ ^^.^

of new and detailed classifications and the decomposition of the
accounts of the new -77, were also intended to furnish much more

guidance than the present SKA in the systematic development of co

ordinated economic and social statistics and the compilation of the

accounts and tables of tho system from basic data. The definitions

and classifications of the SSA had been revised and amplified in the

light of the. problem and experience in using the present SHA during

the last 15 years or so. The new system incorporated the advantageous
features of the appr^ches to national accosting used in the market-
economy countries, and furnished a more suitable framework for the

compilation of internationally comparable data than the present SUA.
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The revision of the S"N' vr.? :Orc designed to "bring the SNA and the MPS

closer together and to furnish data for establishing links "between

the two systems of national accounts where it was not desirable to

obtain coincidanoe in view of the differences in coracteristics between

the market and centrally planned economies* Further,, the new SNA

included an adaptation of the full system to the requirements and

circumstances of the developing countries of the world.

109. The revised and extended SliA. was designed to furnish goals for

the orderly development of national accounting and co-ordinated systems

of economic and social statisticsc It was not expected that developing

countries would be in a position to compile the adaptation of the full

system for many years to come. The adaptation of the revised SNA, as

well as the full system,1 ::'■ itself to the compilation of valuable

data nationally and internationally while the system was being

gradually developed.. The adaptation of the system for the use of the

developing countries included guidelines as to the order ci priority

in which various accounts and tables might be dealt with.

110. The Conference was gratified to note that the revised and extended

SNA had been, and was being formulated through consultations with

working groups of the Conferenow and the bodies of c+her regions,

national statistical offices in ifrica and other parts of the world,

and the specialised agencies of the United Nations and other inter- ■ .

national organisations. T'ho reports of the two Working Groups before

the Conference were part of ths second and th.'.:\L round of consultations

on the new system* The Conference was informed that the third and last

round of consultations was in process and that it was expected that

the fifteenth session of the Statistical Commission would adept a

revised SNA in February-March 1968,
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111. The Conference took note with appreciation and approval of the

reports of the Working Groups on the Revision of the United Nations

System of National Accounts and National Accounts at Constant Prices.

The Conference concurred in the conclusion of the former Working Group

that the proposed revised SNA and its adaptation to the circumstances

of the developed countries furnished valuable international guidance

in respect of national accounting and economic statistics for the

countries of the region, and should "be utilised as a "basis for this

work and for international reporting of national accounting data. The

Conference also stressed the need for technical assistance in introducing

the revised SUA and international discussions and guidance in respect

of the collection of the "basic data required to compile ±he accounts

and tables of the new system and methods and techniques of making

the required estimates from these data. It further recommended that

immediate steps be taken to introduce the teaching of the revised SWA

in statistical training centres; and requested the secretariat to

arrange for teaching staff to be instructed in the new system. The

meeting agreed with the Working Group on the Revision of the SNA

that international guidance in respect of enterprise statistics and

a technical manual on the "basic statistical series were required for

compiling national aocour.^c ^-^ordir-g to the revised system and in

respect of the methods and techniques of utilising the basic data

for this purpose* The Conference also approved the programme of future

work recommended by the Working Group during the period 1968—197O«

This consisted of ;

(1) A seminar on the use and compilation (sources of data and

methods and techniques of estimation) of the adaptation of

the revised SNA for the developing countries. This would be

additional to the inter-regional seminar on the revised

system; which was envisaged for 1969,

(2) A seminar on systems of statistics of prices and quantum

designed for general use and national accounting in constant

prices within the framework of the adaptation of the revised

SNA for the developing countries.
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(3) A working group on sources of data and the compilation of

public sector statistics, within the framework of the revised

SNA.

(4) M expert group on the adaptation to the countries of the

region of a system of income distribution statistics which

was complementary to the systems of national accounts.

112. The Conference also noted that the WHO was developing a functional

classification of expenditure on public health which fitted into

the revised SUFA and MPS, and was informed of the history and oharaoter

of the MPS by the observer from the USSR,

Public finance statistics

113. The document entitled Public Finance Statistics in Africa,

S/CU.I4/CAS.5/15, was considered by the Conference. In introducing '

this document, it was pointed out, that in Africa the state of public

finance statistics was such, that there were serious deficiencies,

both in respect of the availability of data necessary for national

planning, and in respect of "their comparability, The meeting recognized

that any work which was limited to the transactions of central government

because of insufficient data relating to the other parts of the public-■

sectcr should be interpreted with caution; that the work of the secretariat

was so limited, and that its usefulness was affected by the quality of

the material used and the availability of relevant up-to-date information.

114. The Conference agreed that the secretariat should undertake deep

and meaningful studies of the public sector, and that delegates would, '

on their return to their countries, take steps to ensure that it received

a steady flow of country .documents. These were to include budgets and'

other material, such as machine tabulation sheets, where these were"

available, and legislation relating to taxation and fiscal policy in" '

general. It was agreed'that a copy of all such documents should be sent

to the Director of Statistics and Demography of ECA.
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115. A number of delegates, including those from Kenya, Madagascar,

and Nigeria, stated that although they had managed to compile much

reliable data on public financej gaps in the data from local authorities

existed principally "because of the slow flow of information. It was

suggested that the difficulties in respect of local governments could

be met by (a) the use of sampling in that area, weighted in terms of

the more importance provincial units5 and (b) visits by responsible

staff from the Central Statistical Office to cooperate with these

units and to help develop their data. The use of standardised

questionnaires covering the most essential part of data emanating

from these authorities was also suggested. One country reported the

use of approved budgets in an attempt to fill the gaps, and indicated

that these had been found to approximate closely to the actual accounts.

116. In reply to enquiries concerning the priority of public finance

statistics within the framework of national accounts and prospects

for assistance in this field, it was pointed out that, in the Proposals

for the Revision of the SNA, 1952 (e/CH,3/356), public finance

statistics had been accorded the highest prinrity, and that the

Report of the Working Group on the Revision of the United Nations System

of National Accounts which had already been considered by the Conference

included a recommendation for a Working Group on the sources of data

and compilation of public sector statistics.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND HOUSING STATISTICS

1970 population and housing census programme in Africa

117. The attention of the meeting was drawn to the background paper

Preparations for the 1970 Population and Housing Censuses in Africa

(E/CN.I4/CAS.5/6), and the progress of the 1970 round of censuses

(i.e. all those held between 1965 and 1974 inclusive) was outlined.

Censuses had been held in Malawi, Algeria, Tunisia, Lesotho and

Swaziland in 1966, and in Tanzania in I9675 the plans of various

countries for holding population censuses- in the years between 1968

and 1974, as known to the ECA secretariat, were also outlined, and an

appeal made to all delegates to keep the secretariat informed of any

changes in these plans.
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(3) A working group on sources of data and the compilation of

public sector statistics, within the framework of the revised

SKA.

(4) An expert group on the adaptation to the countries of the

region of a system of income distribution statistics which

was complementary to the systems of national aooounts.

112. Hi« Conference also noted that the WHO was developing a functional

classification of expenditure on public health which fitted into

the revised SJTA and MPS, and was informed of the history and character

of the MPS by the observer from the USSR,

Public finance statistics

113. The document entitled Public Finance Statistics in Africa,

S/CH.14/CASa5/l5, was considered by the Conference* In introducing

this document, it was pointed.out, that in Africa the state of public

finance statistics was such, that there were serious deficiencies,

both in respect of the availability of data necessary for national

planning, and in respect of ,/fcheir comparability. The meeting recognized

that any work which was limited to the transactions of central government

because of insufficient data relating to the other parts of the public

sectcr should be interpreted with caution? that the work of the secretariat

was so limited, and that its usefulness was affected by the quality of

the material used and the availability of relevant up-to-date information.

114. The Conference agreed that the secretariat should undertake deep

and meaningful studies of tiie...public sector, and. that delegates would,

on their return to their countries, take steps to ensure that it received

a steady flow of country documents. These were to include budgets and

other material, such as machine tabulation sheets, where these were,

available, and legislation relating to taxation and fiscal policy.in.

general. It was agreed that a copy of all such documents should be sent

to the Director of Statistics and Demography of EGA,
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115« A number of delegates, including those from Kenya, Madagascar,

and Nigeria, stated that although they had managed to compile much

reliable data on public finance, gaps in the data from local authorities

existed principally "because of the slow flow of information. It was

suggested that the difficulties in respect of local governments could

be met by (a) the use of sampling in that area, weighted in terms of

the more importance provincial units, and (b) visits by responsible

staff from the Central Statistical Office to cooperate with these

units and to help develop their data* The use of standardised

questionnaires covering the most essential part of data emanating

from these authorities was also suggested. One country reported the

use of approved budgets in an attempt to fill the gaps, and indicated

that these had been found to approximate closely to the actual accounts.

116. In reply to enquiries concerning the priority of public finance

statistics within the framework of national accounts and prospects

for assistance in this field, it was pointed out that, in the Proposals

for the Revision of the SNA, 1952 (E/CN.3/356), public finance

statistics had been accorded the highest priority, and that the

Report of the Working Group on the Revision of the United Nations System

of National Accounts which had already been considered by the Conference

included a recommendation for a Working Group on the sources of data

and compilation of public sector statistics,

DEMOGRAPHIC AND HOUSING STATISTICS

1970 population and housing census programme in Africa

117. The attention of the meeting was drawn to the background paper

Preparations for the 1970 Population and Housing Censuses in Africa

(E/CN.14/CAS.5/6), and the progress of the 1970 round of censuses

(i.e. all those held between 1965 and 1974 inclusive) was outlined.

Censuses had been held in Malawi, Algeria, Tunisia, Lesotho and

Swaziland in 1966, and in Tanzania in I967; the plans of various

countries for holding population censuses in the years between I968

and 1974, as known to the ECA secretariat, were also outlined, and an

appeal made to all delegates to keep the secretariat informed of any

changes in these plans.
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118• The African Recommendations Tot the 1970 Population Censuses

(E/CN.I4/CAS.5/CPB/9) were then submitted to the meeting for approval.

It was explained that these African Recommendations were "baaed on the

proceedings of the two "Working Groups on Censuses of Population and

Housing; the Report of the First Working Group (held in June 1965) had

"been submitted to the Fourth Conference of African Statisticians; The

Report of the Second Working Group (E/CK.14/CAS.5/CPB/8), held in

ffebruary-March, 1966, was included among the background documents for

the present Conference, It was also emphasised that the African

Recommendations were not self-sufficient, "but should be used in

conjunction with the world-wide Principles and Recommendations for the

1970 Population Censuses (M/44); the African Recommendations were

in fact concerned with only two aspects of census-taking: the

topics on which information might be obtained in the population census,

and the tabulations to be prepared*

119« Some delegates (notably that of Prance) observed that some

countries were not in a position to hold complete censuses; in these

circumstances they recommended that such countries should resort to

the use of sample surveys which would enable them to obtain essential

data which would be valid for as small geographic sub-divisions of the

countries as would be feasible.

120. The delegates of Madagascar and Prance drew attention to the

desirability of using different census methods, particularly the use

of different questionnaires;, in urban and rural areas. This procedure

was commended by the US Secretariat, and its adoption was in no way

preoluded by the African Recommendations.

121. Several delegates drew attention to the difficulties of defining

the economioally active, employed and unemployed populations in Africa,

particularly in rural areas. The delegate, of the I.L.O. drew attention

to the wide variations in the proportions of economioally active females

reoorded in '".afferent African countries; these variations, he said, were

almost entirely due to different interpretations of the definitions,

and it was observed that the African Recommendations gave no specifio
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guidance on this difficult problem* The delegate from IoL,0o suggested

that a working group "be convened to adapt the international definitions

and classifications cf the economic characteristics so as to make them

more useful and mesningfc.1 in the African context-

122. The delegate cl Tanzania saici bhai in the recent census of his

country only the questions en age and sex had "been included in the

complete enumeration; questions on various other topios, such as

marital status and "birthplace, had "been asked in urban areas and in

rural areas on a sampling "basis only* He promised that the sampling

errors of ttase characteristics would be worked out. The ECA secretariat

replied thp.t the results of these calculations would be awaited with

interest, £,s very little ^;as knovn on this subject,

1?3« Other dslegates caid that in their countries the desirability

of asking direct questions on the number of wives and on ethnic

group or nationality was doubtfi.il. It was emphasised that these

Recommendations constituted no more than guidelines which countries might

find ii; useful to consider, while feeling entirely free to amend them

in the light of their particular needs,

124, On the subject of the tabulations, a suggestion \)j the secretariat

that those relating to the economically active population (i.e.

tabulations numbers 10 tc 15 inclusive) should be made separately

for the employed sjid unemployed cvokod no response from the meeting,

and the Afrloan__Eecommendation3 for ths 1970 Population Censuses

were approved by th-3 Confers.-] 03 :?ichcut further amendment.

125* The AJc^o^n^Jl.icorpj^id^i_t;_i_orJ.s f or the 1970 Housing Censuses

(E/CK*14/CAS»5/CPH/lO) vc:re then submitted to the Conference. In the

discussion some delegates voiced the opinion that housing censuses

are of little practical value in African countries except perhaps

in large townss and seme others pointed to the difficulty of financing

it in addition to other recommended statistical operations. They also

questioned the desirability of combining population and housing

censuses, in view of the danger of overloading the population census
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operations. On the other hand several delegates considered housing

censuses important and commented on completed or planned housing

census in their countriese

126. The Conference then approved the ilecommendations with the

proviso that an additional paragraph "be added to the effect than in

African conditions they should often "be applied on a sampling basis.

127. The attention of the meeting was again dravm to the potential

services of the regional advisers in connection with the 1970 round

of oensuses. Since this question had been fully discussed under the

ECA work programme proposals, no further enlargement was neoepsary,

beyond an appeal to those countries wishing to avail themselves of

this service to make their requests as soon as possible, so that the

programmes and itineraries of the regional advisers could be worked

but well in advance.

128. The proposals for the seminar on census methods were discussed.

The seminar would be held in Addis Ababa in June, 1968, would last

for two weeks and all expenses would be paid by ECA. The proceedings

would cover all the principal features of census-taking, and would be

designed for high level personnel responsible for the direction of

ti^e national census organisations. It was proposed ~oy some delegates

that the seminar might suitably be held in a country which recently

conducted a census such as Algeria but it was explained by the secretariat

that for financial reasons it could only be held in Addis Ababa, The

delegate from Tanzania advocated that the seminar should be attended,

not only by the representatives of countries about to hold censuses,

but also by those of countries which had just done so, so that the

former could benefit from the experience of the latter.

129, The proposed census training courses at Yaounde* were then discussed.

The secretariat explained that the plans for the courses were at

present flexible and might well be amended as countries V needs became

more clearly defined* The present proposals were for a series of

courses, each lasting approximately five weeksy and covering all
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aspects of census-taking: the purpose and uses of population censuses;

the drafting of questionnaires and instruction manuals? mapping and

delimitation of enumeration areas; details of field organisation;

the drawing up of tabulation programmes and processing, etc* They

would also include practical field exercises. Each country could *

send five or six trainees, and each course would comprise only two.

or three countries, alternating the training in French and Ehglish

as necessary. The trainees should be staff employed in the central

offices, working immediately "below the directors for whom the June

seminar was intended, and concerned with specific aspects and details

of the census work; the course was not intended for personnel concerned

with census organisation at sub-national level - District census officers,

field supervisors, etc. Countries were asked to state whether or not

they supported the idea of the courses ir principle and whether they would

send any trainees; whether they would prefer a series of specialised

courses, directed towards specific aspects of census-taking (mapping,processing

etc.,) rather than the generalised courses as at present proposed; and

whether they considered Yaounde to be a suitable venue for such work or

whether courses organised in other parts of the continent would not be more

useful. It was emphasised that in the latter event no financial support

from the U.N. Special Fund could be expected, but if the governments were

themselves prepared to provide the finance ECA might assist with the

services of the Regional Advisers.

130. Some delegates (notably those of Kenya, Uganda, Zambia and the

United Kingdom) questioned the usefulness and desirability of the whole

project. The secretariat's proposals were, they said, extremely vague

and were insufficient to enable delegates to make up their minds; but in

so far as they went they were sometimes self-contradictory. Thus the

content of the courses appeared incompatible witn the level of1 the

trainees; tasks such as the drafting of the questionnaires, manuals and

■ tabulation programme should be the cencern, not of middle-level"personnel,

but of the top director of the census organisation. As for subjects such

as mapping,field organisation and processing, the problems varied so much
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from country to country that it was questionable whether they could

usefully be treated in the form of international courses. The fact that

the proper functions of the Regional Advisers might be seriously curtailed

if they were to become heavily involved in the organisation of the courses

was to be deplored. In the cases of Kenya, Uganda and Zambia, all of

whom were planning censuses for 1969, the courses were being mounted too

late to serve their purposes; furthermore Yaounde was from their point of

view both inaccessible and unsuitable on other counts. On the question of

accessibility, the Secretariat assured delegates that the air services

between Yaounde" and East Africa would shortly "be greatly improved.

131. Cn the other hand many delegates, (notably those from Madagascar,

Togo, Nigeria, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Tunisia, Morocco, Dahomey3 Gabon and

the Central African Republic) expressed themselves to be firmly in favour

of the principle of the courses, and they considered Yaounde to be a

suitable and convenient site. But they could not in every case guarantee

to send trainees, either because they had just done their census (Tunisia),

or were planning one for 1969 in which case the courses would be too late

(Gabon), or because they were planning one for latea? in the 1970's, in

which case the courses would be too early (Nigeria). Some delegates were

doubtful whether their governments could afford to finance complete censuses

(Ivory Coast and Dahomey), but in these circumstances they would be conduct

ing demographic sample surveys and they would wish to send trainees to

Yaounde in this connection. A suggestion by the Secretariat that the

courses on population censuses should be interspersed with ad hoc training

courses on other types of statistical data collection, such as agricultural

censuses, met with general approval.

132. It was therefore concluded that the majority of the meeting was in

favour of the courses in principle, but that the actual demand for them,

in so far as training for complete censuses was concerned, could not be

ascertained precisely until firm decisions were made in the countries

concerned as to whether or not they would hold population censuses in or

about I97O.
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Demographic analysis

133. The Conference having noted that the expanded functions of the

Demographic Section include all aspects of demography and social statistics,

reviewed the current demographic activities and the proposals for the

future.

134. It commended the preparation of the African Directory of Demographers

and recommended its updating and printing with additional material on

levels of the Demographers, and the knowledge of languages.

135- The use of pilot studies and post-enumeration checks was considered

valuable in connection with population censuses, and the lessons learned

from the recent African experiences, presented in document S/CN.I4/CAS.5/17,

were noted. Two recommendations to the African countries were made "by the

Conference in this conneotion: (a) that post-enumeration checks should he

conducted as soon as possible after the census proper, and ("b) that where

the accuracy of such checks is established, the census results should be

adjusted in the light of these checks. Another suggestion was that in

order to save costs, the post-enumeration checks might be combined with

other meaningful surveys, e.g. on vital statistics or household budgets.

It was, however, recognised tLat the success of a post-enumeration check

depended on certain requirements such as good census Tiap-work.

136. The Conference also noted the future programmes of work in five

spheres; data collection (through population enquiries and civil

registration systems), research, training, information, and advisory

services to the countries, made in line with the General Assembly

resolution 2211(XI) of 17 December 1966. Of the topics for further studies

in Africa, the Conference noted in particular fertility, mortality and

urbanizations the rates of births and deaths are estimated to be the

highest in Africa among the world regions, and the rate of growth of the

urban population is also the highest. However, some areas in Africa '

have shown low fertility levels which need further research into medical

and sociological causes. In regard to demographic training, the Conference

noted with concern that if the Centre in Cairo could not be extended and
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and expanded to serve the African countrj.es adequately, and alternative

measures could no£ be established immediately, the region would be without

any internationally sponsored training programmes- Preparation of simple

manuals,, adapted to African conditions, and provision of demographic

training facilities were also urged.

137. The Conference approved the proposal for holding in 1971 the African

Population Conference jointly with the International Union for the

Scientific Study of Population, in order to take stock of the demographic

situation that would emerge from the 1970 round of population and housing

censuses.

Vital statistics

138- The Conference reviewed the present status of vital statistics in

Africa, presented in the document T3/CIT.14/CAS. 5/21. The comparatively

unsatisfactory progress was considered to be due to lack of provision of

civil registration facilities, and the general failure to ensure co-operation

of the public, Complete and accurate civil registration should remain the

ultimate goal, and some ways to ensure this were described, viz., use of

itinerant registrars, and of existing administrative and executive personnel

including those working on health services. Recent experiments in Senegal

had led to interesting results, as well as revealing certain problems,

especially those due to the mobility of population-, They had shown the

value of annual "balance sheets" or censuses to check on their effectiveness

of registration, Pending the establishment of complete and accurate civil

registration systems, the Conference considered it desirable to use

alternative measures, such, as sample surveys or registration schemes in

pilot areas, as an interim means of obtaining vital statistics.

139* The Confersnce recommended that the Second African Seminar on Civil

Registration and Vital Statistics be held around 1969 in order to develop

methodology and stimulate and assist the countries in setting up and

improving civjj registration systems and other sources of demographics

statistics.
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Migration statistics

140. ' The Conference discussed the problems of measurement and analysis

of migration - 'both international and internal - aaad of urbanization.

International migration has a special relevance to many African countries

concerning the promotion of tourism, the overland crossing of national

frontiers at numerous points, and the recent movement of refugee populations

in some areas- Internal migration and urbanization were also increasing

in importance > The Oorjfersnce noted i,ha« in areas of rapid change, special

methods had to bo dsviosd to measure these movements and their impacts, and

recommended the holding of a working group which could go into the

associated problems in all details. In view cf the importance of obtaining

adequate information on international migration, the Conference also

considered that information on t":.is purpose and duration of movements should

be included in the immigration documents,, The secretariat was requested

to support action in this connection*

L/.I/JCJi: STATISTICS

141. The represott + rvfcive uf ilie International Labour1 Office opened the

discussion with a brief description of labour statistics in African

countries,. Three relevant ub.jootivos \:eso defined by the Conferences

(a) Training in existing centres Vr cecils of specialized courses

on le/boar statistics?

(b) Use oi the JETiO^Iw.wsloi^er to publicise the achievements of

(c) Collection of fcrtatis"';j.es necessary for manpower planning.,

fn future, the Irr.ern^ioiisJ. Labcur Office would direct its efforts towards:

(a) Methodological*, and analytical research on human resources (economically

active population and enroloyiaor.t) and en working conditions (wages and

labour costs) °} (b) The ugj ci' -Lh-? international standards and their

adaptation for deveTopA.r.^- .lountrissj (c) Methods and analysis of statistics

on consumer prices and family "budgets.
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142. The document E/CF.14/c^3.5/LS.21 : Report on the Second African Seminar

on Labour Statistics was presented to the participants. The report was approved

"fcy the Conference. Some delegates asked the International Labour Office to

supply statistical offices with all available documentation on request. The

representative of the International Labour Office emphasized the excellent

collaboration that had been established between the ILO Regional Office and the

ECA Statistics and Demography Division.

INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS

143» A representative of the secretariat introduced the Report of the

Working Group of Ebcperts on Industrial Statistics, (E/CN.I4/CAS.5/STAT/8).

ifhich was held at^Addis Ababa in December 1966. The report was accompanied

by an annex (VcN.14/CAS.5/STAT/8/Ann.l) summarizing in the form of synoptic

tables the major characteristics of the annual industrial inquiries made by

the African oountries. The partioipanta also noted document E/CN.14/CAS»5/l8

6n the status of industrial statistics in Africa. The secretariat drew the

attention of participants to one of the documents studied by the Working Group

and entitled The Integrated System of Industrial Statistics and some of its Uses

(e/CN.14/ST^.T/4)' The Conference had before it the recommendations contained

in the report of the Working Group of Expertss

(a) Study of the integrated system and the extent to whio£ it could

be implemented?

(b) Development of recommendations for annual and more frequent

inquiries;

(0) The possibilities of the adaptation of standard lists of selected

commodities for the purpose of industrial production statistios;

(d) The holding of a regional seminar in industrial statistics.

144* The 8onference endorsed the recommendations of the Working Group and

laid particular emphasis on the draft agenda of the projected regional seminar

in industrial statistids. The discussions showed that the following points

were of special interest to tl*e African countries %

■ (a) Standardized presentation of industrial statistics;

(b) A standard questionnaire suited to African conditions5

(c) Card index of enterprises and a system for keeping it up to dates

(d) Indices of industrial production.
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145* Partidipants asked to "be sent the international recommendations on the

1V73 World Programme of Basic Industrial Inquiries as soon as possible and

suggested that study of these recommendations might "be included in the agenda

of the regional seminar.

I46. The representative of France gave an account of the progress made in

the work on standardized accounting procedure at enterprise level, shortly

to be made compulsory by the Governments of some French-speaking African

countries. He suggested that the secretariat should at the earliest possible

date t-ake appropriate steps to standardize accounting presentation the

questionnaires of inquiries and publications covering the region. Other

representatives emphasized the priority to be given to industrial statistics.

147 The Conference requested the provision of a new pest for a regional

adviser in industrial statistics in order to help the African countries to

prepare for the 1973 world industrial census.

DATA PROCESSING

I48. The document entitled a Survey of African Statistical Data Processing

Facilities, ^CF.14/CaS.5/1, was presented to the Conference. As it was

based on information supplied by countries in 1965, it did not fully reflect

the ouxrent position.

149« The secretariat reported on the development of a punch card archive

of African statistics at ECA Headquarters and on arrangements to replace

existing equipment by a small computer early in 1968. Data were obtained

from a number of sources and were used in the preparation of statistical

publications for the African region, and in supplying a statistical service

for special projects which were largely the responsibility of other divisions

of the secretariat. In addition, research aad been initiated on long term

projections, and current estimates were prepared in connection with the

annual economic surveys cf the region.

150. Discussion centred largely on the problems of utilising the more

advanced data processing equipment now available. Among these, the need for

obtaining a sufficient number of qualified programmers was the most important
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The Conference considered that the situation could "be improved "by including

computer programming in courses of higher level statistical training.

151. In most countries it was necessary for the available equipment to

serve a number of users, and this gave rise to problems of 00-ordination.

Inter-ministerial committees were mentioned as one means cf ensuring an

even flow of work. An effective arrangement in this respect was even more

important in cases where processing was distributed between two or more

installations.

152. The relative advantages of a number of programming languages were

briefly discussed and delegates referred to the importance of paying due

attention to the purposes for which individual languages were designed. It

was also suggested that, for some work, more basic programming techniques

might be preferable.

153. Countries reported a number of significant developments in the

installation and use of new equipment, but drew attention to the danger

of acquiring large maohii.es too quickly. This had sometimes led to serious

under-employment of capacity.

154. The Conference believed that more assistance was necessary to ensure

effective utilisation of data, processing equipment. It was felt that the

one inter-regional expert available to advise on systems analysis and other

aspects of the work was not sufficient and that the service should be

regarded as an important area of technical assistance for the future.

155. Delegates were informed that Madagascar could provide training

facilities for French speaking African programmers on IBM 14OI computers.

The equipment could be n*ade available to organisers of courses between

April and September each year, and three or four trainees could be

accommodated.
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Ol J_ OF S^JPLirC

aED SAMPLE SLWETS

156, The principal document considered by the Conference was Activities

in the Region on jth^^e^g2p2^g^_o|L_Samjglin_a lie thods and Sample Surveys,

JE/CK.I4/CAS.5/2O. Supporting documents wore entitled Household Budget

Survey in Africa, */Ci*.14/CA3.5/lS/l7, Study.on Pilot Inquiries and Post-

African Population Censuses,

E/CN,14/CAS.5/l7.

157- In introducing the main document it was suggested that the coming

years would be a period of exceptional activity in the application of

sampling techniques to demography and agriculture in Africa, in view of

plans for forthcoming oensuses of population and agriculture. In the third

main field of household consumption and expenditure surveys? activity was

likely to continue in many countries while for others the period would be

in the main one of stocktaking. The importance of methodological studies

in the latter field was stressed,

158* E.G.A. assistance would continue by provision of regional advisers

and organisation of technical meetings. There were now two regional advisers

in demographic statistics, qualified to advise on sampling applications in

demography, besides one regional adviser in sampling.

159. It was proposed to organise a seminar on the methods used in sample

surveys, to take place in the earlier part of June 1968, just prior to the

Census seminar, in Addis Ababa- The seminar would be essentially on a

technical level, covering the main technical problems of sample surveys in

the principal subject-natter fieldso

160. In the subsequent discussion the Conference gave strong support to

the proposed Seminar,

161. The importance of methodological studies was endorsed by the Conference

and it was suggested that these needed to be orientated specifically to

African problems. The possibility of -reparing; a manual was suggested.
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162. The delegate of Prance outlined a project of the INS^E in Paris to

set up a research group to evaluate the accumulated experience of household

consumption surveys in French-speaking Africa. The group would both examine

methodological questions and attempt a synthesis of results. It was hoped

that some preliminary conclusions might be made available to the 1968 Seminar.

263. Some delegates emphasised the improtance of developing methods of

collecting data on saving and investment of households by me ns of sample

surveys.

I64. The problem of up-dating household survey results without: repeating

the survey in its entirety was also raised and it was suggested that this

topio should be examined at the proposed seminar.

165- The delegate of the Pood a^d Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations assured the support of the PAO for the proposed seminar and described

the activities of his organization in the field of sampling in Africa.

WORKBTG IN OTHER STATISTICAL FIELDS

general

166. In considering the worK being undertaken in a number of specialised

statistical fields, some delegates urged that more attention should be •

given to current statistics, which were in danger of neglect. The following

recommendation was made by the delegate of Prances

"The satisfactory development of census and structural inquiries,

as well as national accounting and planning, should not give rise

to the neglect of improvement needed in current statistics. This

is specially useful in encouraging improvements in statistical

organisation, which is itself an important fadtor in development."

Agriculture

167. In intorducing the item on agricultural statistics in Africa, the PAO

delegate draw the attention of the conference to the fact that a comprehensive

review of the state of agricultural statistics in the African fiegion continues

to be male ^ the African Commission on Agricultural Statistics which held

its third session in Kampala, in December 1966, and that the purpose of his
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statement was to info™ the Fifth Conference of African Statistioians about

the present situation of agricultural statistics in the African Segion and

to point out some of the mln problems encountered and requirements for the
future.

168. The conference noted the deficiencies in the available infection on
agricultural statistics in certain African countries which resulted from

limitations in work carried out during the i960 round of agricultural

censuses, and also in sample surveys and crop-reporting activities undertaken

for providing current agricultural statistics. The conference further took

note of future needs and retirements necessary for the improvement of these

sources, particular^ of the work that would be undertaken for the 197O

World Census of Agriculture.

169. Almost all delegates indicated that their countries intended to carry
out an agricultural census around 1970, and stressed the importance of this

work and the need for countries to start early with census preparations to

ensure maximum participation. The conference appreciated promotional work

and assistance provided by FAO for the conduct of these censuses, and urged

countries to make at most use of the facilities provided.

170. It was felt that there was a limit on the scope and type of surveys

that could be undertaken within a given period owing to varying 'agricultural
renditions prevailing within a single country and the limited resources

available in many African countries. While certain countries confined their

agricultural surveys to a few items only or to specific regions of the county

it was stated that such surveys were still useful and unavoidable in certain

countries. It was concluded..that^xMle these surveys provided a uaeful start

toward evolving suitable.techniques for furnishing desirable data, they were

nonetheless unsuitable for compiling national aggregates of statistics-that
were necessaiy.

171. Some delegates felt that the conduct of Population and Agricultural

censuses around 197O might over burden national statistical offices with

work with the result that priorities on the timing of these censuses might

Have to * indicated. On the contrary, a counter argument was raised
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expressing the advantages of a combination of the two census. The

conferences attention was drawn to the conclusions of the Third Session

of the African Commission on Agricultural statistics which indicated that

"the simultaneous undertaking of a population and an agricultural

census would be difficult to achieve owing to the relatively limited

resources and staff that were available in most African countries.

The two censuses employed different methods and needed staff with

different qualifications. Hence simultaneous enumeration for tooth

censuses would result in obtaining data of poor quality. At pro

cessing stage the release of agricultural census datas as observed

from the experience? would be greatly delayed since higher priority

is usually given to the population census. It was noted that in certain

countries the timing of censuses had already been fixed by law so that

population censuses were conducted in the middle of the decade, while

agricultural censuses followed at the end of the decade. Where the

agricultural census followed the population census in close sequence

it was indicated that the population census would be of great value

in providing the necessary information for establishing a frame for

an agricultural census. Furthermore, some data of population census

could be used profitably in the design and conduct of the agricultural

oensus."

172* As far as current agricultural statistics are concerned, the conference

indicated that these statistics were by far the most defective in the majority

of African countries and there were difficulties in up-dating the information

colleoted from the agricultural census for providing intercensal estimates.

It was generally felt that since current statistics assume greater

importance in all aspects of policy making and development planning,, and

moreover their collection provides useful incentives for good administration

and planning, greater emphasis should be devoted to their improvement in the

futuie .
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173« It was indica.tedj however*, that the traditional methods and

administrative procedures utilized in providing this information were

largely unsuitable and where current sample surveys were introduced,

problems suoh as these relating to the training and organisation of

the field staff and the provision of suitable techniques and adequate

survey equipment usually d.rose. It was felt that these diiiiculties

could onl^. be resoved by undertaking suitable studies on techniques

to be adopted and carrying out investigations on the provision and

organisation of the field staff necessary., Tne case in point was the

suitation where the agricultural field staff were engaged as enumerators

since these required the efficient planning and coordination of their work.

The establishment of regional offices and the in-service training of this

staff in techniques of data collection were considered to be of great

importance in the development of work on current agricultural statistics.

174- I"t was suggested that the collection of livestock statistics under

conditions of nomadism and livestock movements across national frontiers

presented grave problems in work undertaken in certain countries, and that

the necessary information was not always provided in-the regular surveys

that vere normally undertaken. While the Conference took note of the work

of the FAO Seminar on Statistics of Livestock and Livestock Products held

in Kampala in 1966 which covered these problems in some details, it was

suggested that the conduct of a study tour on livestock statistics in a

■typical livestock country in Africa would provide useful experience to „

countries comfronted with these problems. The FAO representative was

requested to ask FAO if they would consider conducting such a tour in

the near future.

Distribution

175. The document E/CN.I4/CAS.5/7 entitled Distribution Statistics in Africa

was considered by the conference. In introducing this document it was pointed

out that Retail and Wholesale,, Trade accounted for an important part of the

gross domestic product, and that although distribution statistics were essential

for general economic planning the priority accorded to them in the countries

of the region was very low.
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176. Some delegates thought that there was a close relationship between

manufacturingj transport^ and distribution statistics and that they should

all be equally considered.

177. The meeting reconfirmed the deslsion taken at the Fourth Conference

of African Statisticians that there should be a Working Group on Methodology

and Applications of Distribution Statistics in Africa and urged the secretariat

to make further studies meanwhile into the methodolOt=y of these statistics

and related developments which were taking place in the region.

Education

178. In introducing this item of the agenda, the representative of the

secretariat pointed out that the collection of statistics on education was,

as before, the particular province of UNESCO and that the purpose of the

Commission's concern with such statistics was to calculate the approximate

oost of. eradicating illiteracy,, He then emphasized that educational

statistics were not yet greatly developed in most African countries and

that, generally speaking, the only aspects covered were the number of

institutions, the number of pupils enrolled, the number of teaching staff

and, sometimes, examination results. Furthermore, data were usually

published after some lapse of time.

179- Most of the representatives admitted the delay in collecting

educational statistics oy the services but drew attention to the fact

that efforts were being made to assign higher priority to this typ© of

statistics, furthermore? they called for improved collaboration with

UNESCO in this respect. Participants requested that each of the

statistical offices in Africa should be sent a copy of the report of the

Regional Seminar on Statistics of Education in Africa,

Health

180, After the introduction of the WHO document (E/CK.14/CAS,5jtoT?/5)ai-±Bining

of health statistical personnel., some delegates expressed regret that the

seminar on Health Statistics planned to take place in 1968 was postponed .

to 1969j and requested the MO delegates to bring this view to the WHO

Regional Office in question.
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181. The idea of i-.TiC establishing inter-regional centres specializing in

health statistics^ also mentioned in the above documents? were received

with interest.

182. During discussion of item 13 (d), there seemed to "be different views

among the delegates as to the placement of a health statistical service.

Some delegates suggested the Ministry of Health - an ideal supported by

the WHO delegates - other delegates preferred all statistics to "be centra

lized under the Central Statistical Office. It was agreed that oooperation

between health statisticians and the central statistical offices should

be encouraged and from such a cooperation the assessment best suited for

the individual countries should be found out. " ■

183. To enable international organization such as <H0 to work with

individual nations in the fiild of vital and health statistics,

countries were recommended to establish National Committees on Vital

and Health Statistics as referred in WHO document HHO/HS/NAT.CjLJ/66.201

and 67.215*

External Trade

184. The Secretariat made a brief survey of the state of External trade

statistics in the countries of the region from which relevant publications

or machine, fabulation sheets were received fairly regularly. In the

course of the discussions some delegates pointed out that the data published

were often inaccurate especially in regard to exports owing principally to

the fact that customs officers tended to use fixed values (valeurs

mercuriales) rather than declared values. Tbc-se fixed values were usually

underestimated and consequently the resulting balance of visible trade did

not give a txue picture of the situation. Certain delegates thought that

statistical offices should make an attempt to correct the external trade

statistics before publication while others held an opposite view. It was

fur-ther. suggested that the secretariat should study the changes in the

teims.j-o-f- trade for African countries.
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Transport

185. The Conference considered that part of the document E/CN.I4/CAB.5/19,

relating to transport and external trade statistics in Africa.

186. As regards transport, it was pointed out that there was a lack of

homogeneity not only in tbe definitions used by the various countries but

also in the published data.

187. Some delegates mentioned the various statistics collected and the

surveys which had already been undertaken. It was suggested that future

surveys should include data such as flow of products, value added, safety,

and transport costs.

PROGRAMME OF WORK

Provisional programme of meetings

180, In the light of its previous discussions and "bearing in mind

proposals made by the UN Statistical Office, the Conference approved the

following provisional programme of meetings:

1968

Seminar on methods used in sample surveys3 early June.

Seminar on population and housing census methods3 late June.

It was noted that financial provision for the above

two meetings was already available in the ECA regional

budget-

Working Group on income distribution statistics.

This meeting could possibly be financed from savings

in the regional budget, if held late in 1968.

Seminar on the application of demographic statistics and

studies in development planning. ;

Tr be financed partly from the UH Trust Fund for

Population Activities and partly from other sources.
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1969

Regional meetings

Seminar on statistics of prices and quanta.

Working group or seminar on industrial statistics.

It was agreed that this meeting would cover both

annual industrial inquiries and the 1973 programme

of basic industrial inquiries.

Working group or seminar 011 data processing of population

and housing censuses.

The Conference noted a suggestion that this project

might be implemented with the assistance of the

Government of the Federal Republic of Germany.

WHO/ECA seminar on health statistics.

Although the seminar was provisionally scheduled for

1969? the WHO representative undertook to investigate

the possibility of its earlier implementation.

Sixth Conference of African Statisticians.

Inter-re gional 1aeet;ings

Expert workshop on methodology of demographic sample surveys.

Seminar on the revised IM system of national accounts.

It vas noted that application was being made for the

assistance of the Danish Government in organising

these two meetings.

1970

Regional meetings

Working group on public sector statistics.

Second African seminar on civil registration and vital
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statistics. (Possibly with the assistance of the Danish

Government),

Seminar on the application of the revised UN system of

national accounts.

Inter-regional meeting

Seminar on the improvement of demographic statistics.

Other recommendations

The Conference recommended that consideration should "be

given to the possibility of organising the following projects,

although no definite programme arrangements were possible at

the present time %

African population conference.

1971 was suggested as a tentative date for

Conference* but it was appreciated that arrangements

would be dependent on the availability of results of

the forthcoming population censuses.

Seminar on balance of payments statistics.

Seminar on distribution and transport statistics.

Seminar on statistics of migration and urbanisation.

I89. The Conference attached considerable importance to the seminar

on industrial statistics and expressed the hope that it might be organised

earlier than 1969. It was, however, appreciated that problems of finance

and the need for co-ordinating the international recommendations in this

field with the Revised SKA would make such an arrangement difficult. It

was noted that French speaking countries would be starting their industrial

censuses somewhat earlier than envisaged in the world programme and that

there was therefore a need to maintain co-ordination between the activities

of the Saglish and French language groups.
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Summaiy of recommendations for other activities

190. The Conference summarised its principal recommendations with respect

to existing and new projects as followst

Advisory services

Bearing in mind Resolution 174(VIIl) of the Economic Commission

for Africa, the Conference recommended the appointment of the

following new regional statistical advisers in the order of

priority listed:

General economic statistics (including national accounts).

Industrial statistics.

Statistical organisation.

Sample surveys.

It was also requested that existing facilities for advice in data

processing should he expanded.

Statistical organisation

It was requested that EGA research on problems and methods of statistical

organisation should continue. Countries should he kept informed of the

arrangements currently in use throujghout the region. Basic information

should be collected from countries by questionnaire.

Efforts should "be made to organise a study tour on statistical organisation,

to enable African statisticians to examine the organisation of statistical

services outside the region.

Statistical and demographic training

The proposed Institute oi Statistics and Applied Economics should be

established at Makerere College, Kampala, as a matter of urgency.

As a temporary measure, demography should be introduced as.a special

subject in the English and French language statistical institutes, and

this action should be followed by the establishment of separate demographic

training and research centres capable of providing facilities for the whole

region.
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In view of the number of countries dependent on the project, continued

assistance in maintaining the middle level training facilities at the

Yaounde statistical centre was essential.

Demographic and housing statistics

The African recommendations for the 1970 population and housing censuses

should be published, after the insertion of an additional paragraph on

the use of sampling in housing inquiries.

A series of population and housing census training courses, in English

<*r French as necessary3 should be organised as part of the Yaounde

statistical project* Ad hoc arrangements may be necessary for mounting

some courses at an- early date to cater for countries which will be carrying

out population censuses early in 19&9- The facilities at Yaounde should

also be used for specialised courses in other fields.

Demographic analysis

The work of ECA in the fields of demographic studies, and information and

advisory services in dsmography should be expanded.

The study on ,African urbanisation should be completed and circulated to

oountries as quickly an possible.

The Directory of Demographers should be brought up to date and published.

Miscellaneous

The Conference approved ECA initiative in developing research on economic

projections.

It was agreed that ECA should introduce a Statistical Yearbook in place

of the existing Statistical Bulletin. The Bulletin should, however,1

continue as a smaller but more frequent publication with recent data.

OTHEH BUSINESS

191* It was noted that, although attention was being given to the methods

of collecting and analysing statistics in a wide range of fields, the
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effective utilisation of data was still a matter of some concern. The

Conference recognized that statistics should "be regarded as an intermediate

product which was one of the essential inputs for administration and

planningo It was suggested that EGA documents and other projects should

re-oriented to place more emphasis on demonstrating the practical use

of data for specific purposes. The publication df case studies relating

to individual countries was considered particularly important in this

connection*, Representatives of some Specialised Agencies indicated that

they were already developing work along these lines and the secretariat

pointed out that most of their work was "based on detailed study of African

conditions. It was agreed that, in future, attention would "be given to

the presentation of methodological and other material in a form which would

indicate more clearly the practical applications of the data concerned.

It was appreciated that this should "be done not only to provide guidance

in the organisation of new projects, "but also to demonstrate the usefulness

of such projects.

192. In reviewing its own activities., the Conference was of the opinion

that its future sessions could "be shorter duration. It was appreciated

that the length of meetings was dependent on the amount of work to be

oovered? but i.t was feld that some re-organisation of the agenda and more

concise discussion would, result in greater efficiency. Apart from its

mandatory functions in reviewing the past and future regional work

programme in statistics and demography^ the Conference felt that its

deliberations should be limited to topics of primary importance. It was

noted that the provisional agenda was circulated well in advance of each

meeting, so that countries had ample opportunity to determine the content

of their discussions and priorities which should be assigned to the various

topics,

193. The Conference emphasised that countries should provide written

reports which could be reproduced and summarised in time for each of its

meetings. It was decided that the item on country progress reports should

not be included in the agenda for future aessions of the Conference.

Countries would, however, be free to refer to their experiences under the

appropriate items of the agenda.
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ASSOCIATION OP AHtlCAN STATISTICIANS

194- Participants attending the Fifth Conference of African Statisticians

held discussions on the establishment of an Association of African

Statisticians which was first proposed in the Niamey Sub-regional Meeting

in 1964, and further supported by the Fourth Conference of African

Statisticians held in Addis Ababa in November 1965.

195. The Fourth Conference, appreciating that a great deal of preparatory

work was necessary before the Association could be established, held

informal discussions on this subject. Mr. E.N. Omaboe (Ghana) was requested

to act as Organising Secretary, and to undertake preliminary preparations

for the establishment of the Association.

196. A draft Constitution of the Association, prepared by Mr. Cmaboe with

amendments made by Mr. Georges Sanogoh (Upper Volta), was submitted to

the Conference.

197. A Committee of six members was set up to look into the draft

Constitution and to consider the feasibility of creating the Association.

198. The Committee made a report which was then presented to the Meeting.

The meeting discussed the report item by i+,em and a final Constitution was

approved.

199. It was decided to establish an Interim Committee consisting of

Mr, C.M.H. Morojele as Chairman, and Mr. L.K. Darboux as Secretary. Three

other members were elected to the Committee. These were Mr. tf.L. Booker,

Mr. 0. Omar and Mr. C. Scott.

200. The Meeting decided that the Committee should attend to the legal

aspects of the Constitution and circulate this among African statisticians.

It was further suggested that the Committee should prepare membership

arrangements, build up a work program, and report to participants at the

Sixth Conference of African Statisticians.
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Pays
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OF PAJtTICIPAM'S

DBS PARTICIPJOTS

Names

Notaa

BURUNDI

CAMEROON/CAMEROUH

DBIOCRATIC REPUBLIC OP THE CONGO/

RBPDBLIQUE KMOCRATIQUE DU CONGO

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC/

REPUBUQUE

DAHOMEY

Mr. Laid Annane

Responsable des comptes econondques

Direction gSn^ral du Plan

Palais du Gouvernement

Alger

Mr. Ahmed Baiiri

Sous-^ixecteur adjoint des Statisti
12, Bab Azoun

Alger

Mr, Ernest Basita

Premier Secretaire

Ambassade du Burundi

Addis-Abeba

Mra Boniface Biyong

Directeur adjoint de la Statistiqu©

B.Po 660

Yaounde

Mr, Adolphe Nzeza

Direoteur general

Direction de la Statistique et

des Etudes economiques

B.P. 20

Kinshasa

Mr. Jules Androkwa

Chef de Bureau

Kinshasa

Mr, Ogoula

Directeur de la Statistic^

B.P. 954

Bangui

Mr. Ogouma

Directeur de la Statistique

Service statistique

B.P. 506

Cotonou
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eteeopia/ethiopie

FRAtfCE

Ato Habtu Bshete

Head

Central Statistical Office

P,0. Box 1143

Addis Ababa

Mr, Dusan Miljkovic

Deputy Director (OPEX)

Central Statistical Office

P..0* Box 1143

Addis Ababa

Ato Seyoum Alemayehou

Senior Statistician

Central Statistical Office

P.O. Box 1143

Addis Ababa

Mr. Dub Liben

Statistician

Central Statistical Office

P.O. Box 1143

Addis Ababa

Mr. Osman Omar

Statistician

Central Statistical Office

P.O. Box 1143

Addis Ababa

Ato Makonnen Teklekaimanot

Statistician

Central Statistical Office

P.O. Box 1143

Addis Ababa

Miss Amsale Mekasha

Statistician

Central Statistical Office

P.O. Box 1143

Addis Ababa

Mr, Blanc

Administrateur

Institut National de la Statistique

et des Etudes Economiques

29, Quai Branly

Paris VII

Mr. Boulogne

Charge de Mission au Secretariat

d'Etat a la Cooperation

20, Rue Monsieur

Paris VII
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GABON

GHANA

IVORY COAST/COTE D'lVOIRE

KENYA

LESOTHO

LIBERIA

Mr; Edmond Fauster

Adjoint Chef de Service

Service national de la Statistique

B.P. I79

Libreville

Mr. J.E. Tandoh

Government Statistician

Central Bureau of Statistics

Accra

Mr. Kouakou Koko

Directeur de la Statistique

Direction de la Statistique

B.P. 222

Abidjan

Mro Jean Boukei

Chef de la Section Prix

Direction de la Statistique

B.P. 222

Abidjan

Mr, Sarjit Singh Heyer

Senior Economist/Statistician
Ministry of Economic Planning

and Development
Nairobi

Mr. Lengolo B. Monyake

Deputy Director of Statistics

Bureau of Statistics

Po0. Box 455

Maseru

Mre H.¥. Yaidoo

Director of Statistics

Department of Planning

Monrovia

Mr. Samuel D. Greens

Assistant Director of Statistics

Department of Planning

Monrovia
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libta/libye

MADAGASCAR

MOROCCO/MAEOC

KIGSRIA

NIGER

Mr. A.S, Zoghni

Deputy Director-General

Census and Statistical Department

Ministry of Economy and Trade

Tripoli

Mr. Suleiman Easairi

Senior Official

Census and Statistical Department

Ministry of Economy and Trade

Tripoli

Mr, K. Copalan Ch, Hair

UN Industrial Statistics Adviser

Census and Statistical Department

Ministry of Economy and Tirade

Tripoli

Mr. Jean-Marie Callies

Directeur de l'lnstiferfc National

de la Statistique et de la Recherche

Economique

B.P. 485
Tananarive

Mr, Razafindrako"fco

Chef de Service

Institut National de la Statistique

et de la Recherche Economique

B.P. 485
Tananarive

Mr. Ahderrahman Mahfoud

Chef Adjoint du Service

Central des Statistiques

B.P. 178

ffabat

Mr. E.A. Adewole

Deputy Chief Statistician

Federal Office of Statistics

Lagos

Mr. Adeiiossi

Chef de Service de la Statistique

et de la Me"canographie

Ministere des Affaires economiques

et du Plan

Niamey
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SIERRA LECWE

SOMALIi/SOMALIE

TOGO

Mr, ISugene C* Benjamin

Statistician

Central Statistics Office
Preetcwn

Mr0 David R. Lewis

Statistician

Statistical Office

P.O.. Box 57

Mbabane

Mr, Jame Rabileh

Counterpart-Director
Statistical Department.

Ministry of Planning and Co-ordination
Mogadiscio

Mr. Gunnar Jucobsson

Govermnont Statistician ■ ...

Statistics Department
P^0i Box 796

Dar-ec--Salar.i?

fco 7UJ, Mpogolo

Statistician

Statistics Department
PoO- Box 796

Dar-es—ri

Dr, Jedrviezsk

Statistical Department

ifaiTersi-jy College of Dar-es-Salaam
P.O4 Box 9184

Dar—es—Salaam

Mr, Sylve"r3 Issifou Looky

Direoteiir adjoint du Service de
la Statistiqua gene>ale et de la

Comptabilite nationals
B.P. 118

Lome

Mr, Honkpo

Chef; Soction de la Coraptabilite'
nati bcale

Service de la Statistique generale
et de la .cmptabilite nationale
B.P, 113

Lome"
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tuntsia/tukisie

Uganda/ouganda

u.a.r./r.a.u.

UNITED KINGDOM

UPPER VOLTA/EAUTE VOLTA

zambia/zambie

Mr, Mobsen Chaari

Chef du Service des Statistiques

agriccles et Directeur des Etudes

de I1 Boole des Statistiques

Tunis

Mr- I-K, Kabanda

Government Statistician

Economic Planning and Statistics Division

P.0o Box 13

Entebbe

Mre Stephen Kaggwa Lwanga

Lecturer

Makerare University College

P*0, Ijz 7072

Kampala

Mr, Hani Abou Rida

Commercial Counsellor

UAR Embassy

P.O, Bos 2580

Addis Ababa

Mrc Harry A. Pell

Statistician

Ministry of Overseas Development

London

Mr, Georges Sanogoh

Directeur de la Statistique

et de la MecanograpMe

MinistSre de l'Economie nationale

B.P, 374

Mr. M*F9 Walusiku

Senior Statistician

P.O. Box. I908

Lusaka

OBSERVERS

OBSERVATEURS

FED. REP. OF GERMANY/

REP, FED. D'ALLEMAGNE

Mr, Schmidt

president

Federal Statistical Office

Kiasbaden
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Kr, Alir.cv Arif

Ebp.cL of t-ha Jtepartment of the Central
statistical Eureau of the USSR, member

of the Collegium of the GSE of the USSR
Mocecvr

Krs,; Gerp.oimova Anna

Senior Research Worker of the Scientific

Aeseai?::h Institute of the CSB of the USSR
M

Mr* I), fe'raria

Bii'feoto."?

B'^ti^ticd Eopc>i'tment
?,0, j3o:-: 3046^

ITairoMc. Kenya

.Mr, Ar.i-

Che.r d.u Service de la Statistique
CCAM

Yacvncle, Cameroun - • ■ -

CheT de Division

OI\?ioe sta,tistiq_ue des

C'oTETirnr.utcs europeennes
Bruxellea, Eelgique

Mr0 CeM.H. Morojele

Regional Statistician for Africa
PVnr!. arjH Agriculture Organisation
V.O, T^ox 3001

Mdie- A"bal>a; ."Sthiopia

Mr, Andre Serre

Consaillor regional, Statistiques

T-:-'---u Intsraational du Travail
B.P, 2788

Add: s-Abeba. Ethiopie

i Kinoshita
Chior

FOi/l'T'U Mission
Mdi'3 A"ba"ba, Ethiopia

Wv: Stoutjesdyk

Ucoi:.or?ifi-t

OUC;.T) ."O^vslopmant Centre

S1!- ;:i, Jibcolmans

Paris XVI, Pranco
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U.N.D.P./P.N.U.D. Mr, Jo Peter Prins
United Nations Development Programme

._.. , Hew York, U.S.A,

Mr, Kozhevnikov

Acting Resident Representative

IHff Development Programme

- . Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

TJ.N.E.S.C.O. Mr. Gunter Palm

Programme Specialist

Division of Educational Statistics

UNESCO

Parisy France

Mr. D.VaRo Lakshraan

Professor & Adviser in Statistics

Haile Selassie I University

P,0= Box 3429

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

W.H.O./O.M.S. Mro Ko Margreitner
Medical Officer

WHO

B.P. 6

Brazzaville, Republic of the Congo

Mr0 Jon Thillemann

Statistician

WHO

P.O. Box 3O69

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

SECRETARIAT

Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary/
Secretaire ezecutif

Mre A, Aidenoff, Statistical Office/

Bureau de Statistique, l&iited Nations,

New York

Mr. A.L. Mullier, Director, Statistics

and Demography Division/Division de
la Statistique et de la Demographie

Mr. WOL. Booker, Deputy Director,

Statistics and Demography Division/
Directeur adjoint, Division de la

Statistique et de la Demographie

Mr. N. Chalak, Head, National Accounts

Section/Chef, Section de la Comptabilite
nationale
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Mr. R.K. Som, Head, Demography and

Social Statistics Section/Chef, Section
demographique et des statistiques sociales

Mr, P. Raynal, Head, Compilation, data

processing and publication Section/Chef

Section du rassemblement, traitement et
publication de 1'information

Mr. V. Kannisto, Inter-regional Adviser

in demographic statistios/Conseiller

interregional en statistique demographi^ue

Mr. A. Vesse, Regional statistical

Adviser/Conseiller regional en statistique

Mr. C, Scott, Regional statistical

Adviser/Conseiller regional en statistique

Mr. J, Quirino-Lanhounraey, Statistician/

Statisticien

Mr. A, Laghrari, Statistician/Statisticien

Mr. R. Casimir, Statistician/Statistioien

MEL.Darboux, Statistician/statisticien

Mr. E. Armstrong, Statistician/statisticien

Mr. E. Ghansah, Demographer/Demographe

Mr. J, Blacker, Regional statistical

Adviser/Conseiller regional en statistique

Mr. K.C. Wang, Statistician/statisticien

Mr, J. Spykerman, Statistician/statisticien
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AGENDA

1. Opening addresses.

2. Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman,

3» Adoption of agenda.

4. Deliberations of the IflffiCA and the UN Statistical Commission,

(a) Matters arising from the eighth session of EGA.

(b) Matters arising from the fourteenth session of the UN

Statistical Commission.

5* Review of statistical development and related problems.

(a) Progress reports "by countries.

(b) Report on ECA statistical activities and work programme

proposals.

(c) Technical assistance to statistical development in Africa.

(d) Statistical organisation .

6. Statistical and demographic training.

7. National accounts,

(a) Revision of the UN System of National Accounts,

(b) National accounts at constant prices.

(c) Public finance statistics,

8. Demographic and housing statistics.

(a) 1970 population and housing census programme in Africa.

(b) Demographic analysis.

(c) Vital statistics.

(d) International migration statistics.
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9° Labour statistics*

10. Industrial statistics.,

11, Data processing.

(a) African statistical data processing facilities.

(b) Data processing requirements at ECA Headquarters,

12« Activities in the region on development of sampling methods

and sample surveys,,

13= Work in other statistical fields,

(a) Agriculture.

(b) Distributiono

(c) Education.

(d) Health,

(e) Trade.

, (f) Transports

14. Programme of work for 1968-69.

(a) Meetings. ■

(b) Other activities.

150 Other business,

16. Adoption of report.
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EXECUTIVE SECRETARY'S 0PE1OTG SPEECH

May I extend a warm welcome to representatives here at this, the

fifth session of the Conference of African Statisticians, After eight

years, the Conference is now well established as one of the principal

instruments for developing and co-ordinating African statistics.

The need for detailed and accurate statistics arises from the

policy of centralised economic planning adopted "by most African countries.

During recent years, progress has "been made in the collection and

utilisation of statistical data, "but much work remains to be done "before

the position can "be considered satisfactory.

The first objective of the ECA work programme in statistics and

demography is to assist countries in developing their national statistical

services. This is done through training, the establishment of methodology

appropriate to African -conditions, and the provision of direct assistance

in the organisation of national statistical services and individual projects,

The second basic function is to utilise available data in providing a

statistical service for the region and the factual background needed for the

development of economic co-operation between countries. The work involves

the preparation of regional statistical publications, the compilation and

analysis of data for special projects, and the assessment of economic and

demographic trends and relationships in the region.

ECA statistical and demographic activities can only be a co-operative

effort between Member Governments and the Commission secretariat. The

Conference of African Statisticians ia responsible for the detailed work

programme and Member States, play a major part in methodological development

and standardisation of statistics by participating in technical meetings.

Exchange of information on national experiences is also an important

means of improving statistics.
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It must also "be noted that ECA is only one of a num"ber of

organisations concerned with the development of African statistics and

their utilisation on an international "basis. Others include the UN

Statistical Office, the UN Specialised Agencies, and other multilateral

and "bilateral organisations. The Commission secretariat co-operates with

all these agencies to achieve an overall programme which is "both

comprehensive and effective.

Let me now outline some of the principal aspects of current

work in the fields of statistics and demography and, at the same time,

draw attention to a few of the points which will need consideration

during your discussions.

Statistical and demographic training has continued as a high

priority activity and efforts have been made to develop this programme

■ along the lines proposed by the Conference.

By mid-1967, the middle level statistical centres in Cameroun, '

Ethiopia, Ghana, Ivory Coast and Tanzania had provided training for a

total of 712 statisticians,, Their operations are continuing on the same

scale as in previous years, and the 1967/68 courses have now started.

Though,-there'has "been a change in the financial arrangements for United

Nations fellowships tenable at the centres in Cameroun, Ethiopia and

Ghana, this has not affected the number of fellowships awarded, and

reque'sts have all been met from UN country technical assistance ...

programmes and savings in the regional budget.

The Ivory Coast centre has always been a national project, while • ,

the other four have received direct UN assistance in the form of staff,

etc. The present position with regard to their future arrangements is,,

briefly, as follows, A request to the UN Special Fund is being considered

in connection with the development of the Cameroun centre. The centres,

in Ethiopia and Ghana have been merged with the local universitieis, and

it is expected that they will be able to operate without further

assistance by the end of 1968. The centre in Tanzania, which opened

later than the others, is operating under an agreement which continues

until 1970.
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At the professional level, the Institute of Statistics and Applied

Economics in Morocco is continuing its work with the assistance of the

OT Special Fund, and full facilities at the level of "ingenieur des

travaux statistiques" are now available at the School of Statistics in

the Ivory Coast. These institutions, together with the CESD in Paris,

are able to deal with the requirements of the French language group.

However, there are so far no regional facilities for the professional

training of Eaglish-speaking African Statisticians. This shortcoming has

been noted at previous meetings of the Conference of African Statisticians

and, in January 1966, an Expert Group appointed by the W Secretary General

recommended the establishment in the East African sub-region of a statistical

institute, similar to that in Morocco, in order to fill the gap. Detailed

investigations have since been made and Makerere College, Kampala, has

been recommended as suitable location for the new centre. In June of this

year the Uganda Government submitted a request to the W Special Fund for

assistance in establishing the institute. I am confident that this Conference

will fully endorse this request, and that representatives of Member

Governments here will be able to provide assurances that the facilities

at the proposed institute will be fully utilised by the English speaking
countries of the region.

The Conference would also wish to examine the desirability for an

expansion of training facilities in the field of demography. This is

particularly important in view of the high growth rates of African

populations and the need to take these into account in development planning.

The regional advisory service in statistics has recently undergone

some re-organisation to meet the needs arising from the 19?O programme

of population and housing censuses. There are now two regional advisers

in demographic statistics, as well as one in sample surveys and one in

public accounts statistics. In addition, the inter-regional adviser in

demographic statistics has been assigned to Africa for a limited period.
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Preparations for the 1970 population and housing census programme

need careful consideration Recommendations on methodology have already

"been prepared and await the approval of the Conference. These recommendations **

provide that future activities "be directed towards assisting Member

Governments in the implementation of the Census programmes, A seminar

for senior officials responsible for census planning will "be organised

in 1968, and it is intended that this be followed by a series of training

courses for more junior-personnel, and advisory services to supplement

the work of census experts assigned to individual countries. This

combination of activities should go a long way towards meeting the

recommendations of the Fourth Conference urging increased assistance

in the field of census taking,

National accounts is of special importance at the present time in

view of the revision of the lAiited Nations system, which is now in its

final stages, A working group has just completed consideration of the

revised system? the next stago of the work is the practical application

of this system in the countries of the region, I need hardly emphasise

the importance of a standardised framework which will ensure the presentation

of the principal African statistics on a comparable basis, and be an

indispensable tool in measuring progress with developmental plans.

Improvement of industrial statistics in the region has been

receiving continuing attention, This is r.\rl0 particularly relevant

to development efforts. A working group met at the end of I966, and

•the future programme for developing a more integrated and comprehensive

system of industrial statistics neads consideration.

Sampling is sectoring increasingly important in many fields of

statistics and, in recent years, it has received attention in connection

with specific types of inquiry* In order to provide for an opportunity
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to examine the principal aspects of sampling methodology in a more

comprehensive manner and, arrangements are being made for a seminar

in I968, which could formulate recommendations for continuing work

on the development of application of sampling techniques under African

conditions.

Finally, I come to the question of ECA activities in data

compilation and analysis. During the last two years, efforts have "been

made to transfer a great deal of the available African statistics to

punch cards, and a reasonably comprehensive data-archive is gradually

"being established. The material is used not only for the preparation

of regional statistical publications, but also for further analysis.

This work is intended to provide a clearer indication of obstacles

to development in the region and guidance on the methods by which

closer economic co-operation can be achieved. From the technical point

of view, our activities will be facilitated by the installation of a

small computer early next year, but there still remains the all-

important problem of obtaining up-to-date figures. A number of specific

questions in this connection will be discussed during the course of

your meeting.

Let me wish you every success in your work.




